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Kühlung hochgeladener Ionen in einer Penningfalle für HITRAP
Die HITRAP (Highly charged Ions Trap - Falle für hochgeladene Ionen)Anlage wird an der GSI, Darmstadt, aufgebaut. HITRAP ermöglicht sehr
präzise atomphysikalische Untersuchungen an hochgeladenen Ionen bei extrem niedrigen Energien. Sowohl die stabilen Ionen bis hin zu U92+ als auch
radioaktive Nuklide werden im GSI Beschleunigerkomplex produziert. Die
Erzeugung hochgeladenes Ionen erfolgt bei relativistischen Geschwindigkeiten
mit Hilfe der Strippertechnik. Danach werden die Ionen im Experimentspeicherring (ESR) eingefangen und unter Elektronenkühlung auf 4 MeV/u abgebremst. Bündel von 105 Ionen werden in den HITRAP Entschleuniger ausgeschossen, dort auf 6 keV/u abgebremst und dann in einer Penningfalle, der
so genannten Kühlerfalle, gefangen. Hier werden sie mittels Elektronen- und
Widerstandskühlen bis auf 4 K abgekühlt bevor sie zu den Experimenten
geschickt werden. Die Kühlerfalle wurde zu diesem Zweck entwickelt und
ihr physikalisches und technisches Eigenschaften darauf hin optimiert. Erstmalig wurden die Kühlprozesse - insbesondere das Widerstandskühlen - für
eine große Zahl hochgeladener Ionen mit Hilfe umfangreicher Simulationen
untersucht. Die Simulationen lieferten sowohl ein generelles Verständnis der
Prozesse in der Falle als auch wichtige Informationen für das Fallendesign.

Cooling of highly charged ions in a Penning trap for HITRAP
The HITRAP (Highly charged Ions Trap) facility is being set up at GSI,
Darmstadt. It will enable high-precision atomic physics investigations on
heavy, highly charged ions at extremely low energies. Species up to U92+ as
well as radioactive nuclides will be produced at the GSI accelerator complex
by stripping of all or nearly all electrons from relativistic ions. Injected
into the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR), they will be electron-cooled and
decelerated to 4 MeV/u. Bunches of 105 ions will be further decelerated in
the HITRAP linear decelerator down to 6 keV/u and injected in a Penning
trap. In this so-called Cooler Trap they will be cooled to 4 K via electron and
resistive cooling before being sent to the experimental set-ups. The physical
and technical design of the Cooler Trap has been conceived and optimized
for this purpose. Moreover, the cooling processes for a high number of highly
charged ions, and in particular the resistive cooling technique, have been
systematically investigated in extensive simulations for the ﬁrst time in order
to gain suﬃcient information both for a general understanding and the design
of the Cooler Trap.

a Simona

There is always an easy solution to every human problem – neat, plausible,
and wrong.
H. L. Mencken
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED) has shown so far an impressively precise predictive power. Observables have been calculated with extremely low relative uncertainties: striking examples include the g-factor of
the free electron, whose accuracy has reached a relative value in the order
10−12 [Hug99] and recently 10−13 [Kin06], and the atomic levels of simple systems (i.e. where many-body eﬀects can be neglected), like the hydrogen atom
or few-electron atoms [Pac96, Pac98]. These achievements are made possible
by the applicability of perturbative QED, where interactions between particles
are expanded as a function of the perturbation term α ≈ 1/137, the ﬁnestructure constant. The only limiting factor in terms of precision is the ﬁnite
size of the nucleus.
On the experimental side, the same degree of uncertainty has been obtained: the g-2 measurement with a relative accuracy of 4.3 · 10−12 by Van
Dyck and Dehmelt [Dyc87] earned the latter the Nobel prize in 1989. This
impressive result could not be improved until 2006, when Gabrielse and collaborators reached 0.76 ppt in a g/2 measurement [Odo06], resulting also in
the determination of α down to 0.7 ppb [Gab06]. The same group managed
very recently to improve their own result, measuring g/2 to 0.28 ppt, i.e. with
an uncertainty 2.7 and 15 times smaller than in 2006 and 1987 respectively.
The resulting value of α achieves an accuracy of 0.37 ppb [Han08]. Combining
QED with the experimental value of g of the bound electron in 12 C5+ and
16 7+
C , the mass of the electron has been pinned down to 0.4 ppb, i.e. to a
relative accuracy of 7.3 · 10−10 [Bei02, Bei03].
When moving to heavy and highly charged ions, perturbative QED breaks
down [Moh98, Moh08] since the term Zα (where Z is the nuclear charge of the
ion) becomes comparable to 1 and cannot be used as perturbation term. This is
the so-called strong ﬁeld regime. Indeed, stripping heavy ions of their electrons
results in extremely high electromagnetic ﬁelds. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the
electron in the 1s1/2 state of uranium sees an electrical ﬁeld in the order of 1016
V/cm, i.e. close to the threshold for spontaneous production of an electronpositron pair (Schwinger limit). Upon these considerations, non-perturbative
1
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Figure 1.1: Electrical ﬁeld strength in low-lying states of hydrogen-like ions. Picture
reproduced courtesy of T. Beier [Bei00].

theoretical techniques have been developed [Moh98, Bei00]; on the other hand,
experiments with heavy and highly charged ions are the perfect workbench to
validate the theory.
The GSI accelerator complex represents a world-unique facility for the production of intense relativistic beams of heavy and highly-charged ions, thanks
to the combination of synchrotron acceleration and in-ﬂight electron stripping on a solid target at high ion beam energy [Fra87]. In order to reach
ultimate accuracy the highly charged ions must be decelerated so that the
uncertainty coming from the relativistic Doppler shift is eliminated. In 1990
the late Helmut Poth organized a workshop at GSI dedicated to deceleration
and low-energy storage of highly charged ions. After his sudden and premature decease the activity continued with the development of a trap setup in
Mainz where the g-factor of the bound electron in 12 C 5+ was measured with
an relative accuracy in the order of 10−10 [Häf00]. The ﬁrst proposal for the
HITRAP (Highly charged Ion TRAP) facility was submitted in 1998 and approved in principle in 1999 by the GSI directorate. However, due to ﬁnancial
restrictions, it became a mid-term project only in 2006 and was coordinated
by the Atomic Physics Group, in the person of the group leader H.-Jürgen
Kluge. The HITRAP project foresees a decelerator receiving the ion beam after acceleration in the heavy-ion synchrotron (SIS, SchwerIonenSynchrotron),
stripping at high energy in a target, and a ﬁrst deceleration, combined with
stochastic and electron cooling in the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR). GSI

3
is responsible for the construction of the decelerator, which will provide large
samples of low-energy ion species to the various experiments built by several
institutes grouped under the HITRAP Network [TDR03]. These experiments
include g-factor, mass and energy level measurements as well as observation of
processes (low-energy atomic collisions, ion-surface interactions) where highly
charged ions can reveal new information [Her06, Klu07]. At a later stage,
HITRAP will be part of FLAIR (Facility for Low-energy Antiproton and Ion
Research), the low-energy branch of FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion
Research, the future GSI upgrade).
A crucial part of the HITRAP facility is the Cooler Trap, the end-point of
the decelerator, where the ion bunch will be trapped and cooled down to 10
eV or even further to the sub-meV range (i.e. some Kelvin, the temperature of
the cryogenic setup), depending on the needs of the experiments. In this large
Penning trap, electron and resistive cooling will be exploited to the purpose.
But a careful study of the phenomena is necessary, both for the design phase
and the understanding itself of these intricate and highly non-linear processes.
Indeed, the resistive cooling of as many as 105 highly charged ions simultaneously stored in a 6-T Penning trap has never been investigated yet, neither
experimentally nor theoretically. The objective and focus of this work is therefore twofold. The ﬁrst issue is the conception and development of the Cooler
Trap, a large storage device with complex physical and technical features (size,
cryogenic temperature, ultrahigh vacuum). The second issue is the analysis,
via theoretical and simulation means, of the resistive cooling mechanism. A
benchmark case for studying resistive cooling of many particles is the Mainz
C5+ experiment [Häf00], where cooling of 30 ions was achieved. The investigation presented in this thesis starts from the reproduction and interpretation of
this experimental case and proceeds to characterize the behaviour of the cooling process and possible limitations for the case of higher numbers of particles
and the Cooler Trap parameters.
Chapter 2 will give an overview of the HITRAP facility as a whole and
a physical/technical description of each section. Experiments will be brieﬂy
presented, too. After a general introduction to Penning traps, Chapter 3 will
deal with the physics considerations leading to the present design of the trap
and will introduce the simulation tools used for the theoretical investigations.
Chapter 4 will describe the theory of the cooling processes and discuss the
simulations’ results. The Cooler Trap technical details will be extensively
covered in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 will summarize the main conclusions
and outline the upcoming investigations and operations.
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Chapter 2
The HITRAP facility
This Chapter intends to give a comprehensive description of the complete
HITRAP facility in the framework of the GSI accelerator complex that feeds
it. After a general overview, a more extensive explanation of each component
is given, preceded by a brief description of HCI production and delivery to
the facility. All sections are presented and discussed specifying their present

Figure 2.1: Overview of the GSI accelerator complex. The beam (yellow line) is
accelerated and partially stripped in the UNILAC linear accelerator. It is further
accelerated in the SIS-18 synchrotron, after which it is stripped in the stripper
target to bare, hydrogen-like, helium-like or lithium-like ions. Radioactive species
can be produced by nuclear reactions and selected in the FRagment Separator (FRS).
Deceleration and cooling take place in the storage ring ESR. The beam is then sent
to HITRAP, located in the ReInjection Channel.

5
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Figure 2.2: Schematics of the main HITRAP components. The Double-Drift
Buncher (DDB) matches the beam extracted from the ESR into the Interdigital
H-type (IH) linac. Here and in the following Radio Frequency Quadrupole structure
(RFQ) the ions are decelerated and ﬁnally focused by the Low-Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) line into the Cooler Trap. In the trap ions are cooled before being sent
to the experiments on the upper ﬂoor through the Vertical Beamline.

status. Finally, the planned experiments are introduced.

2.1

HITRAP Overview

The GSI accelerator chain, sketched in Fig. 2.1, consists of a series of subsequent facilities. A variety of ion sources is used to produce stable species
ranging from hydrogen to uranium. The UNiversal LINear ACcelerator (UNILAC) accomplishes the ﬁrst acceleration. Ions can then be already used in
experiments in the UNILAC experimental hall or be injected into the Heavy
Ion Synchrotron (SIS-18), a circular accelerator where they reach energies op to
1 GeV/u. Radioactive nuclides can be produced by fragmentation or Coulomb
dissociation of the extracted primary beam, and the desired species is selected
in the FRagment Separator (FRS). Stripping of electrons in a target yields
highly charged ions (HCI). The ion bunch is then injected into the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR), where stochastic and electron cooling extend the
beam lifetime and allow high-precision experiments at the desired energy.
The beam extracted from the ESR is guided towards the ReInjection Channel, a shielded tunnel formerly housing a beamline for reinjection of ESR beams
into the SIS. The HITRAP facility (Fig. 2.2 and 2.3) is placed in this area and
comprises itself several decelerating and cooling devices in series. The ﬁrst
part (medium-energy section) consists of a Double-Drift Buncher (DDB), an
Interdigital H-type (IH) linear decelerator [Dah04] and a Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) [Hof06]. The DDB shapes the bunch to match the acceptance of the IH-linac. The linac and RFQ are designed to eﬃciently decelerate
beams with a mass-to-charge ratio m/q≤ 3, but they perform no cooling. The
latter is done in the low-energy section, after deceleration has made trapping
possible. The beam is transported to the Cooler Trap through an electro-
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Figure 2.3: Overview of HITRAP facility. The beam comes from the storage ring
ESR at 4 MeV/u. The Double-Drift Buncher (DDB) bunches the macrobunch extracted from the ESR into the Interdigital H-type (IH) linac, which decelerates the
beam to 0.5 MeV/u. The Radio Frequency Quadrupole further decelerates the bunch
down to 6 keV/u. The Low-Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) line focuses the beam
into the Cooler Trap, where electron cooling down to 10 eV and resistive cooling
down to 4 K take place. The cooled beam is sent to the experimental set-ups (not
shown) located on the roof of the ReInjection Channel via the Vertical Beamline.
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static beamline (LEBT, Low-Energy Beam Transport) and captured in-ﬂight
in the trap, where electron and resistive cooling bring the bunch energy down
to energies of some eV or even to meV (in equilibrium with the cryogenic environment), representing an overall decrease of the kinetic energy of the ions
by 13 orders of magnitude. The extracted sample is sent to the experiments
placed on top of the ReInjection Channel via the Vertical Beamline.

2.2

Highly charged ion production

The production of HCI is achieved essentially with two methods. The ﬁrst one
is via multiple ionization by collisions with energetic electrons; machines that
exploit this principle are electron cyclotron resonance sources (ECR) or electron beam ion sources and traps (EBIS/EBIT) [McD02]. The energy required
to remove bound electrons is contained in the high-energy electrons; therefore
the extracted ion beams have low energies. The drawback is the limitation to
moderately charged ions in the case of ECR sources and charge states q ≤ Z −2
for EBIS/EBIT devices, since electron energies of several hundred keV would
be necessary to reach species like bare uranium. Such energies are extremely
diﬃcult to achieve in these machines and only at SuperEBIT [Mar94] few U92+
have been observed together with a large amount of highly charged uranium
ions with two or more electrons.
The second method is the in-ﬂight stripping, where a high-energy ion beam
impinges on a solid target and electrons are removed by collisions with the target atoms [Bla94]. The yield of HCI attainable with stripping depends on the
beam energy and species as well as on target material and thickness but, in
contrast with the ﬁrst method, it can be high also for heavy species [Shi82].
A typical value is 30% stripper eﬃciency for U92+ with a 400-MeV/u U73+
primary beam impinging on a copper foil of 40 µg/cm2 [Dah04]. The GSI
accelerator chain makes the application of this method possible: all nuclides
up to uranium are accelerated to 11.4 MeV/u and pre-stripped (the maximum
charge state is U73+ ) after acceleration in the UNILAC, injected in the SIS18 and further accelerated. After extraction out of the SIS-18 and stripping
in the stripper foil, the ion sample is injected in the Experimental Storage
Ring (ESR) at a typical energy of 400 MeV/u. In the ESR (see Fig. 2.4), the
deceleration down to the MeV range takes place, via synchronous rampingdown of the magnetic ﬁeld of the ESR dipole magnets and of the frequency
of the RF system. In order to keep transverse emittance and longitudinal momentum spread small, electron cooling stages are inserted between slowdown
phases [Ste04].
The feasibility of the cooling and deceleration scheme for a U92+ beam was
tested. The scheme is sketched in Fig. 2.5. As many as 5 · 108 particles are
delivered from the SIS. A ﬁrst electron cooling cycle of 10 s takes place right
after injection, as the beam quality has been degraded in the interaction with
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of the Experimental Storage Ring ESR. Six dipole magnets bend
the beam onto a closed orbit of 108 m. One of the straight sections houses the
electron cooler. Here the beam undergoes Coulomb collisions with a cold, collinear
electron beam bent by a dipole magnet onto the ion trajectory and successively
deviated again by a second dipole.

the stripping foil. After deceleration down to 30 MeV/u (7 s), the maximum
number of particles is 5 · 107 . Electron cooling is repeated. Only 5 s are needed
since the process is more eﬃcient at low energy. Electron cooling is applied
again right before extraction, after the second deceleration stage. It has been
demonstrated that with the last deceleration cycle the beam can be brought
down to a minimum energy of 3 MeV/u in 5 s. The energy limit is due to the
frequency range of the RF system. Since the ﬁnal energy inﬂuences the losses
during electron cooling, the extracted sample at 3 MeV/u is about 105 ions,
while stopping at 5 MeV/u 106 particles can be extracted. The complete cycle
is performed in 30 ÷ 40 s.
The HITRAP requirement is the delivery of a bunch every 10 s. As the
operation of magnets and rf systems at the lower energy limit is complicated,
a ﬁnal energy of 4 MeV/u has been chosen [Kes06], for which the yield is
∼ 6 · 105 ions. Further optimization in order to reduce the cooling cycle to
10 s is possible, for instance using stochastic cooling at 400 MeV/u instead of
electron cooling. This mechanism has already been successfully demonstrated
and is being integrated in the deceleration procedure.

2.3

The HITRAP decelerator

The beam extracted from the ESR is sent to the HITRAP facility in the
ReInjection Channel (see Fig. 2.3). The limit for in-ﬂight capture in the Cooler
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Figure 2.5: Test of deceleration and cooling cycle in the storage ring ESR. In this test,
the 400-Mev/u beam delivered from the synchrotron is decelerated down to 3 MeV/u
in th ESR. Electron cooling stages inserted at the beginning, at an intermediate
energy of 30 MeV/u and before extraction reduce emittance and momentum spread.
The complete cycle is performed in 30 ÷ 40 s. Losses reduce the maximum extracted
beam to 105 ions for this extraction energy.

Trap (see Chapter 3 for details) is about 6 keV. One compact structure cannot
eﬃciently decelerate the ion beam starting from an energy of 4 MeV/u down
to 6 keV, therefore the task is realized in two steps. The ﬁrst is accomplished
in an Interdigital H-type (IH) linear decelerator, taking the energy down to
0.5 MeV/u, while a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) will perform the
second part. In order to use existing UNILAC power supplies, all HITRAP
RF devices have a working frequency of 108.408 MHz (or higher harmonics of
that frequency), i.e. the frequency of the UNILAC Alvarez structure.

2.3.1

The Double-Drift Buncher and IH-Linac

With an acceptance between 10◦ and 15◦ out of the 360◦ of the 9.2 ns period,
the IH-Linac cannot receive eﬃciently the 1-µs macropulse coming out of the
ESR. The ESR pulse has therefore to be bunched accordingly. It has been calculated that the task can be accomplished by a Double-Drift Buncher (DDB),
consisting of two RF cavities fed by 2-kW RF generators (see Fig. 2.6). The
DDB solution has been chosen as such a device is easier to operate than a
multi-harmonic buncher while keeping the same bunching eﬃciency [Pan01].
The ﬁrst cavity, a 4-gap buncher, operates at 108.408 MHz. The second cavity
is a 2-gap buncher working at the second harmonic (216.816 MHz).
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Figure 2.6: Technical drawing of the Double-Drift Buncher cavities (longitudinal
section). The 4-gap 108 MHz cavity is shown on the left and the second cavity, a
2-gap buncher working at the second harmonic (216 MHz), on the right. The drift
tubes are indicated with their holders (stems). All dimensions in mm. See [Dah06]
for further details.

Figure 2.7: Technical drawing of the IH-linac (longitudinal section). The 25 drift
tubes and their stems are visible. Notice the inner tank housing the quadrupole
triplet for transverse focusing. All dimensions in mm. See [Dah06] for further
details.
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Table 2.1: Calculated performance of the decelerator elements [Kes06a]. The beam
quality as well as the transmission for each device is reported. The overall transmission is about 55%. Notice the increase in transverse emittance, due to nonlinear
beam optics eﬀects.

DDB

IH

Entrance energy [MeV/u]
4
4
Exit energy [MeV/u]
4
0.5
β exit
0.093 0.033
Normalized εxx (yy )
entrance [mm mrad]
0.2
0.21
◦
Phase spread (entrance) [ ]
240
15
Energy spread (entrance) [%] 0.01
3.5


Normalized εxx (yy )
exit [mm mrad]
0.21
0.3
◦
Phase spread (exit) [ ]
150
20
Energy spread (exit) [%]
3.5
6
Transmission [%]
98
70

Rebuncher
0.5
0.5
0.033

RFQ
& Debuncher
0.5
0.006
0.0036

0.3
75
5

0.34
45
5

0.34
70
5
95

0.36
300
8
85

The DDB was installed in the ReInjection Channel in 2007 (see Fig. 2.8)
and was commissioned in the same year during two beamtimes where 64 Ni28+
and 20 Ne10+ beams were used. The emittance was measured with a pepper
pot emittance meter at the location where the entrance of the linac will be
placed. The measured rms normalized emittances were εrms
xx ,n = 0.207 mm
rms
mrad and εyy ,n = 0.249 mm mrad. These values can be compared with the
nominal speciﬁcations, reported in Table 2.1, which summarizes the expected
performance of the decelerator. Since eﬀective emittance is four times the rms
value, the measured values are larger by a factor four when compared to the
nominal εxx,n = εyy ,n = 0.21 mm mrad. This enhanced value, which is within
the acceptance of the DDB but not that of the IH, was due to problems in the
cooling cycle of the ESR, which yielded an uncooled beam. Nevertheless, a
well focused beam at the IH position was observed and a transmission of 80%
was obtained, which is already close to the nominal 98% (also in Table 2.1).
Bunches from both cavities operated solely or together were resolved with a set
of phase probes and diamond detectors, but results are not conclusive yet and
investigations will continue during the next beamtime to optimize the power
and phase settings.
The IH structure is a particular type of linear accelerator. Like all linear
RF machines, it is based on the application of oscillating electromagnetic ﬁelds
to a series of drift tubes in a resonant cavity. The beam is subject to an accelerating force when it is outside of the drifts, while the RF phase is reversed when
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Figure 2.8: Photographs of the DDB and linac. On the left, the two cavities of
the DDB as installed in the ReInjection Channel, where they were commissioned in
2007. On the right, a view of the opened linac tank, where drift tubes and housing
of the quadrupole triplet are visible. The linac is now also installed in the Channel
and its commissioning is about to start.

the beam is passing through the drifts and is therefore shielded. The length of
the drift tubes is progressively shortened from the injection to the extraction
end so that beam and RF are always in phase. In this way a net acceleration is
achieved [Rat98, Wan98]. In a very simpliﬁed picture, deceleration is obtained
with the same scheme but inverting both the RF phase and the placement
of the drift tubes. The HITRAP IH-Linac [Dah04] consists of a 2.7-m long
stainless steel tank with 25 gaps and an internal quadrupole triplet lens for
transverse focusing (see Fig. 2.7 and 2.8). Each element is copper plated. As
previously said, existing power supplies had to be used. The linac works therefore at a frequency of 108.408 MHz, with a peak power below 200 kW, which
is within the speciﬁcations. In order to decelerate species with mass-to-charge
ratio m/q≤ 3 down to 0.5 MeV/u, an overall eﬀective voltage of 10.5 MV is
required. The calculated transmission is 70%. Tuning and power conditioning
are under way and the machine will be commissioned in a dedicated beamtime
during August 2008.

2.3.2

The Radio Frequency Quadrupole Decelerator

An RFQ decelerator is a 4-vane or 4-rod structure where RF electric ﬁelds
applied to four rods with a proper longitudinal modulation provide both an
eﬀective transverse conﬁning potential and a longitudinal acceleration or deceleration [Wan98]. The design and construction of the HITRAP RFQ is the
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Figure 2.9: Photograph of the internal structure of the RFQ. On the left, the open
RFQ tank shows the four-rod structure. On the right, the detail shows the sinusoidal
modulation of the rods.

subject of B. Hofmann’s PhD thesis [Hof08]. This RFQ is a 4-rod structure
(see Fig. 2.9), which follows closely the design of the High Charge Injector at
GSI [Fri91]. The fact of being designed for species with m/q ≤ 3 allows a
relatively short length of 1.99 m. The maximum rod voltage is 77.5 kV.
The phase width of the beam arriving from the IH-Linac (45◦ ) must be
matched to the RFQ acceptance (20◦ ). An existing 2-gap spiral rebuncher
was adapted to our set-up and installed in front of the RFQ itself. Its nominal
95% eﬃciency. Since eﬃcient trapping in the Cooler Trap requires a low energy
spread, a single harmonic debuncher is installed behind the RFQ. According to
calculations, the debuncher reduces the beam spread from ±7% to ±4%. Due
to nonlinearities, the transverse emittance is estimated to be as high as 100
mm mrad in both directions. The calculated combined eﬃciency of the RFQ
and debuncher is 85%. The complete structure has been assembled. Power
conditioning is ongoing and the commissioning will take place in a dedicated
beamtime during October 2008.
Summarizing, we can have an overall view of the expected performance of
the decelerator section looking again at Table 2.1. The HITRAP decelerator
accomplishes the task of beam deceleration from 4 MeV/u to 6 keV/u. The
evident increase in transverse emittance can be explained, as already said, as
an eﬀect of nonlinearities in the beam optics. Injecting some 105 ions from the
ESR at 4 MeV/u, the overall transmission eﬃciency about 55% guarantees
that at least 105 HCI can be delivered to the low-energy part of HITRAP.

2.4. The low-energy section
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Figure 2.10: Charge exchange loss as a function of charge state q for ion energies
below 25 keV/u, according to the Schlachter model [Sch84]. In this model, no
dependence on the velocity is taken into account.

2.4

The low-energy section

The low-energy section performs the last part of the bunch manipulation, i.e.
cooling it to the low energies requested by the experiments. The Low-Energy
Beam Transport (LEBT) line connects the RFQ to the Cooler Trap, where
cooling of the bunch takes place. The beam is then guided to the experiments
on the upper-ﬂoor platform via the Vertical Beamline.

2.4.1

The Low-Energy Beam Transport line

The vacuum speciﬁcations of the decelerator require a standard ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) value of 10−8 mbar. On the contrary, the Cooler Trap stores the
ion bunch for a time not shorter than 10 s in order to perform the cooling to 4
K. Therefore charge-exchange reactions [Sch84, Man86] cannot be ignored and
set more stringent vacuum conditions. No experimental data exist for HCI
at energy in the keV regime. For energies between 10 eV and 25 keV/u, the
cross section for one-electron capture is described by the velocity-independent
semi-empirical formula [Sch84]
σq,q−1 = 1.43 · 10−12 q 1.17 I −2.76 [cm2 ],

(2.1)

where q is the ion initial charge state and I the ionization potential of the
residual gas. The result for U92+ is a cross section of 5 · 10−13 cm2 . The losses
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Figure 2.11: The LEBT line. The upper part shows a technical drawing of the
beamline. L1÷L6 indicate the Einzel lenses, D the position of the diaphragms and
G the gate valves. The lower part shows a simulation of the ion bunch transmission
through the beamline. The beam, going from left to right, is focused through the
diaphragms and injected in the trap, whose ﬁrst electrodes are visible on the right.
The third diaphragm is represented by the endcap electrode (see next Sec. 2.4.2 and
5.2.2 for details on the electrode stack).

per meter as a function of q are plotted in Fig. 2.10. A pressure of 10−9 mbar
gives losses of about 0.1%/m. It can be estimated that in order to store for
at least 10 s a bunch of U92+ ions with losses below 10−3 , the pressure in the
trap should be as low as 10−13 mbar [Her05].
The purpose of the LEBT is therefore twofold: focusing of the beam for
injection in the Cooler Trap and vacuum separation between the RFQ and the
trap itself. Figure 2.11 shows a scheme of the LEBT and the corresponding
beam optics. Two diaphragms are located along the LEBT line, acting as
diﬀerential pumping barriers, and a third diaphragm is represented by the
endcap of the Cooler Trap. Focusing the beam in the two 8-mm diameter
diaphragms is obtained by the use of three doublets of electrostatic cylindrical
lenses. Einzel lenses have been preferred to quadrupoles because of the large
beam emittance. Ion-optical simulations yielded an injection into the trap with
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Figure 2.12: Electrostatic potential and magnetic ﬁeld on the axis of the LowEnergy Beam Transport line and Cooler Trap. In the upper part, the beamline
lenses (L1÷L6), the Cooler Trap and the diaphragms (D) are sketched to indicate
their position (sketch not to scale). The last diaphragm is the trap endcap. In the
diagram, the solid line represents the electrostatic potential and the dashed line the
magnetic ﬁeld of the solenoid within which the trap is inserted.

a rms radius (then freezed due to the magnetic ﬁeld) of about 0.7 mm and
an optical transmission above 90% with the potential distribution depicted in
Fig. 2.12 [Her05]. We expect to reach a better transmission, as the calculations
so far took into account a non-optimized output beam from the RFQ.
Further details on the vacuum speciﬁcations for the LEBT and the Cooler
Trap come in Sec. 5.1, where the slope of the pressure along the beamline
is calculated. In brief, the pressure in the LEBT must decrease from 10−9
mbar on the RFQ side to 10−11 mbar on the trap side. Two turbopumps with
a pumping speed of 300 l/s and two ion-getter pumps will be used for the
purpose. The turbopumps will be located on the ﬂanges housing lenses 1 and
6, the ion-getter devices will be connected to the vessels at the position of
lenses 2 and 4. The central electrode of each Einzel lens is made out of a grid
to facilitate eﬃcient pumping of the inner chamber. Two diagnostics stations
including a Faraday cup, a micro-channel plate and a digital camera each are
housed respectively between lens 2 and 3 and between lens 4 and 5, at the
positions of the diaphragms. The exit electrode of lenses 2 to 5 are radially
4-fold split for beam deﬂection.
The whole LEBT line is bakeable at 200◦ . Baking tests on all elements
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Figure 2.13: Photograph of the LEBT line as installed in the ReInjection Channel.
The position of the lenses (L1÷L5. L6 is not visible), diaphragms (D) and gate
valves (G) is indicated.

have been performed successfully and the beamline has been mounted in the
ReInjection Channel (see Fig. 2.13), where transmission tests with a H2 /He
ion source (see Sec. 5.4) are about to start.

2.4.2

The Cooler Trap

In the following, a concise description of trapping principles and main features
of the Cooler Trap is given. The physical design will be the subject of Chapter
3, while Chapter 5 will be devoted to the discussion of the technical design.
A Penning trap is a device where charged particles are conﬁned thanks to
the combination of electric and magnetic ﬁelds. The axial conﬁnement is provided by a quadrupole electrostatic potential of the form V ∝ Vo (z 2 − r 2 /2),
generated by applying a voltage between two endcap electrodes and a central ring. In the easiest technical solution, the electrodes are simple cylinders
(cylindrical Penning trap). Since a three-dimensional conﬁnement cannot be
achieved with electrostatic ﬁelds only, a solenoid is placed around the trap.
 = B
The longitudinally directed magnetic ﬁeld B
z exerts a Lorentz force in
the radial plane, thus providing stable trapping.
It can be shown that the ion motion in a Penning trap is the
 superposition of
three eigenmotions: an axial bounce with frequency ωz = qVo /md2 (where
d is a geometrical trap parameter), and a linear composition of two radial
motions called reduced cyclotron (frequency ω+ ) and magnetron (ω− ).
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Figure 2.14: Nested trap conﬁguration of the Cooler Trap. In the upper part, a
section of the electrode stack of the Cooler Trap. The diagram below shows the
electric potential (only indicative) on the longitudinal axis. Simultaneous trapping
of positive and negative charges can be achieved in the nested hills and wells.

The requirements for the Cooler Trap are challenging and determine its
special design. The trap must catch and store 105 highly charged ions every
10 s. 109 ÷ 1010 electrons have to be conﬁned at the same time in the trap in
order to perform electron cooling of the hot ion cloud.
A small ideal trap with hyperboloidal geometry (see Sec. 3.1) is not suited
for in-ﬂight capture of incoming bunches of particles with an energy in the
keV range. A cylindrical, axially-elongated structure allows the ion pulse to
reach the farther endcap electrode and be completely trapped by rising the
potential on the ﬁrst endcap before it is reﬂected and escapes again. On the
one hand, the performance of the decelerator sets the lowest energy achievable
at the injection. On the other hand, the length of the trap is limited by the
ﬁnancial cost of the superconducting magnet which, with a ﬁeld strength of
6 T, provides the radial conﬁnement (see Sec. 5.2.1). We will see in Sec. 3.3
that eﬃcient trapping is achieved with an eﬀective trapping length of 400 mm
when the bunch energy is about 6 keV.
Simultaneous storage of particles of opposite sign is possible in a so-called
Mutli-Ring Trap (MRT), i.e. a cylindrical trap with several inner electrodes.
Applying proper voltages to the electrodes, inner hills and wells of the electric potential nested traps can be created. Therefore both positive ions and
electrons are stored in the adjacent nested traps. This technique has been
already exploited in other trap facilities, like the set-ups for conﬁnement of
antiprotons and positrons at CERN (ASACUSA [Ich01], ATHENA [Amo04],
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ATRAP [Gab99]). Fig. 2.14 shows a sketch of the Cooler Trap electrodes and
the nested-trap potential conﬁguration.
At low relative energy, the recombination rate between electrons and ions
would become the dominant process and the charge state of the ions would be
altered. Therefore electron cooling is stopped and resistive cooling is foreseen
for the last part of the cooling process. The lower energy limit for the resistive
cooling is set by the temperature of the cooling circuit. Therefore the complete
trap set-up will be in thermal contact with the superconducting magnet at 4 K.
An extensive discussion of the cooling processes is given in Chapter 4.
We have already mentioned the stringent vacuum requirements of the trap,
namely a pressure better than 10−13 mbar. In addition to endcaps with a reduced inner diameter which act as diﬀerential pumping barriers, the cryogenic
temperature will have beneﬁcial eﬀects since it will freeze most of the possible
contaminants. For further details on the trap vacuum, see Sec. 5.1.

2.4.3

The Vertical Beamline and EBIT

The HITRAP experiments presented in Sec. 2.5 require beams with diﬀerent
characteristics: while trap set-ups need short bunches in order to catch the ion
sample in-ﬂight, collision expreriments will request continuous beams. Therefore diﬀerent extraction modes are envisaged for the cooled sample: pulsed,
i.e. fast extraction in a bunch by rapid switching of the trapping voltages, or
quasi-continuous, i.e. with a leakage of ions from the trap obtained by slow
lowering of the electrode voltages.
The Vertical Beamline transfers the beam extracted from the Cooler Trap
4.85 m up to the experimental platform, crossing the concrete shielding. In
order to steer the desired ion species upwards and simultaneously clean the
ion fraction recombined in the Cooler Trap, an existing 90◦ double focusing
dipole magnet is employed. On the upper ﬂoor a spherical electrostatic bender
redirects the beam to the experimental setups. The choice of a spherical bender
guarantees a transverse focusing in both the horizontal and vertical direction
and therefore a symmetric beam. All other optical elements are electrostatic
(see Fig. 2.15). The same type of diagnostics is used as in the LEBT line
(see Sec. 2.4.1). Also similar are the vacuum considerations, based on the
charge exchange model by Schlachter. As Fig. 2.10 shows, reduction of charge
exchange along such a long beamline demands a vacuum of 10−10 mbar to keep
losses in the order of 10−4 over the length of 10 m. Ion getter pumps will be
employed. Since active pumping is not possible in the 1.6-m long pipe crossing
the concrete shielding, this free-drift section will be coated with non-evaporable
getter (NEG) in order to reduce the outgassing surface [Her05].
Due to the limited availability of beam from the ESR, it is desirable to have
an oﬄine source. For this reason it is foreseen to use an Electron Beam Ion Trap
(EBIT) as highly-charged ion source to perform both tests and measurements
on medium-weight HCI. This EBIT is a room-temperature commercial device
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Figure 2.15: Vertical Beamline. The beam extracted from the Cooler Trap is bent
upwards by a 90◦ magnet (1). It crosses the shielding and is then bent horizontally
towards the experimental platform by an electrostatic kicker-bender (2). All other
focusing elements (Einzel lenses (3), quadrupoles (4)) are electrostatic. Diagnostic
and pumping stations are indicated (5).

which can provide highly charged ions up to Ar18+ or Xe46+ either in pulsed
or DC mode [DRE08]. The EBIT will be placed on the roof of the ReInjection
Channel, aside of the spherical bender and perpendicular to the beamline
guiding the cooled beam to the experiments. An electrostatic kicker, combined
with the bender, will inject the beam extracted from the EBIT in the Vertical
Beamline, whose design allows also transport back to the Cooler Trap for
preparation of the ion sample before redirection to the experiments.

2.5

HITRAP experiments

HITRAP gives access to a large variety of experiments which were, to a large
extent, developed in the EU RTD network HITRAP during 2001-2006. These
are brieﬂy treated in the following.
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Mass measurements

As one of the most unique and fundamental properties of a nuclide, masses
constitute a source of primary interest, both for stable and unstable species.
Indeed, the knowledge of masses provides insight into the nuclear structure:
binding energies, Q-values can be extracted from the comparison between different nuclides. High-accuracy data have therefore an impact on a wide range
of ﬁelds. For instance, masses are one of the key parameters for a correct
description of the stellar nucleosynthesis processes [Arn99, Sch06]. They oﬀer
input for the veriﬁcation of the Conserved-Vector-Current (CVC) hypothesis
and the unitarity of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, crucial
points within the Standard Model [Har01]. QED tests are possible by measurement of masses with highest accuracy.
The extended storage time makes Penning traps an excellent tool for mass
spectrometry. A mass value is determined exploiting the ion eigenmotions in
a trap, as it can be derived from the deﬁnition of cyclotron frequency ωc =
2
qB/m and the relation ωc = ω+ + ω− for an ideal trap or ωc2 = ωz2 + ω+
+
2
ω− (invariance theorem) for a real trap. The magnetic ﬁeld strength B is
accurately determined by measuring the frequency of a well-known reference
mass mref , yielding the proportionality
ωref
mi
=
.
(2.2)
mref
ωi
The cyclotron frequency is obtained either by destructive methods (TOF,
Time-Of-Flight) or by single-ion non-destructive techniques via detection of
the induced image charges [Bla06]. With the latter, relative accuracies in the
order of 10−11 have been achieved on singly charged ions [Bra99]. Since the
mass resolving power reads
m
ωc
R=
=
,
(2.3)
∆m
∆ωc
it is clear that the use of highly charged ions can signiﬁcantly improve the
accuracy of mass measurements, although at HITRAP the range of investigations is going to be limited by the deceleration and cooling cycle to stable
nuclei and unstable isotopes with half-life ≥ 10 s. A Penning trap devoted
to this purpose is under development in Mainz with the close collaboration of
GSI [Her06]. The aim is an uncertainty δm/m < 10−11 .

2.5.2

g-factor measurements

Another innovative trap setup for g-factor measurements has been developed
by the Mainz-GSI collaboration and will be part of the HITRAP physics program [Alo07]. The determination of the electron g-factor bound in a hydrogenlike ion represents a sensitive test of QED [Bei00]. gbound can be written
q me ωL
,
(2.4)
gbound = 2
e Mi ωc
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where me , Mi are the masses of the electron and the ion, respectively, and e,
q their charges. ωL is the Larmor (i.e. spin precession) frequency and ωc the
cyclotron frequency. The set-up consists of two traps: the so-called ‘precision
trap’ in a very homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld and the ‘analysis trap’ where a
ring made of nickel creates a magnetic bottle, i.e. a quadratic inhomogeneity
of the type B2 z 2 [Häf03]. While ωc can be measured by means of the induced
image currents in the precision trap, ωL is determined as follows. A particle
placed in the analysis trap experiences a magnetic potential with diﬀerent sign
for the two spin directions. This results in a diﬀerent force proportional to
µ∂B/∂z (with µ magnetic moment of the particle) and hence in a diﬀerent axial frequency (continuous Stern-Gerlach eﬀect). Spin ﬂips on a single ion are
induced via resonant excitation in the precision trap and the ion is transported
to the analysis trap, where spin ﬂips can therefore be detected. ωL is determined as the excitation frequency that yields more spin-ﬂip events. g-factors
obtained in experiments on 16 C5+ [Häf03] and 16 O7+ [Ver04] showed a perfect
agreement with the theoretical value, yielding a relative accuracy in the order
of 10−9 . Using then the theoretical value of g and inverting Eq. (2.4), the mass
of the electron can be determined more accurately [Bei03a]. The CODATA
group gives now the uncertaninty of the electron mass with δm/m ∼ 6 · 10−10 ,
about ﬁve times better than the previously accepted value [Moh08]. The same
accuracy is expected for the upcoming experiments on uranium at HITRAP.
This might yield a new value for the ﬁne structure constant α [Sha06] with
a higher accuracy than the value obtained from the 3.7 ppm measurement of
g-2 of the free electron by the Seattle group [Dyc87]. However, it should be
noted that the Harvard group very recently improved the uncertainty in α to
0.37 ppb [Han08]. Althought a determination of the ﬁne structure constant
from the g-factor of the bound electron cannot reach presently the accuracy of
that from the g-factor of the free electron, such a measurement would yield a
completely independently obtained value for this important fundamental constant.

2.5.3

Laser spectroscopy

The energy of ground-state hyperﬁne splitting (HFS) scales with the atomic
number Z as Z 3 . This means that in heavy and highly charged ions (Z >
60) the wavelength enters the optical region and laser spectroscopy is possible. Moreover, the lifetime of the optically-pumped excited state scales as
Z −9 , therefore the ﬂuorescence rate from magnetic dipole (M1) transitions is
strongly increased for heavy HCI. Accurate measurements of this transition
in hydrogen-like and helium-like ions of the same species rule out to ﬁrst order the nuclear eﬀects and allow the veriﬁcation of bound-state QED eﬀects
on the atomic structure. So far, experiments have been performed at storage
rings [Kla94, See98], where the Doppler eﬀect drastically reduced the level of
accuracy, or in an EBIT [Cre96, Cre98, Bei01], where the limitation was the
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poor signal-to-noise ratio.
The RETRAP [Gru05] setup has been moved from Berkeley to GSI and
will house a new Penning trap with a mesh electrode as central ring to allow
detection of the transition ﬂuorescence. In this new setup, baptized SPECTRAP (SPECtroscopy TRAP) and collecting the eﬀort of GSI, Imperial College (London), TU Darmstadt, University of Münster, Lawrence Berkeley and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories and Texas A&M University, the
measurement will proﬁt from the high density of particles (attainable in a trap
via rotating wall compression [Gre00]) and their low energy, which reduces the
Doppler shift and broadening. The resulting accuracy is expected to be three
orders of magnitude better than previously ever achieved [Vog05].

2.5.4

Reactions

Collision experiments reveal fundamental details of interactions as well as of the
atomic structure. In an experimental set-up being prepared by KVI Groningen
and the universities of Krakow, Vienna and St. Petersburg, the energy deposition on a surface will be addressed [Lem05]. Electron emission as a function of
charge state and energy of the ions and the properties of the surface [Khe98]
will be investigated, as well as the predicted, but up to now experimentally not
observed, trampoline eﬀect, i.e. the repulsion between the ionized surface and
the partially recombined, but still positively charged, impinging ion [Bri96].
The formation and decay of hollow atoms, i.e. multiply excited states, will
be studied by means of X-ray spectroscopy to acquire new information about
level schemes in HCI.
Another precision spectroscopy tool that will be used at HITRAP is the
reaction microscope built up at MPI-K Heidelberg. In this setup, collisions between highly charged ions and a gas jet will be studied with the COLTRIMS
(COLd Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy) technique [Ull03]. The set
of detectors will track projectile, recoil ion and electrons, oﬀering a complete
reconstruction of the kinematics of the charge exchange processes, which dominate at low energy [Dör00]. X-ray spectroscopy of highly charged ions will
be used in combination with this setup, too, thanks to a series of solid-state
detectors.

Chapter 3
Physics and design of the
Cooler Trap
Capture, storage and cooling of some 105 highly charged ions with an initial
energy in the keV/u range, as well as simultaneous loading of 109 ÷ 1010 electrons, set speciﬁc requirements for the trap size, its internal structure and the
electromagnetic conﬁning ﬁelds. This chapter deals with the theoretical and
computational analysis that brought to the actual conﬁguration. First, the
physics of Penning traps in general is presented. Conﬁnement and motion of a
charged particle are discussed as well as the the collective behaviour of a large
ensemble of ions. Then we elaborate the speciﬁc constraints for the Cooler
Trap and the consequent choices. Finally, we present the simulation tools that
have been chosen and developed to study the processes taking place in the
Cooler Trap itself.

3.1

Penning trap basics

 = 0 forbids the conﬁnement of a charged
The Laplace equation ∇2 V = −∇E
particle with an electrostatic ﬁeld, since not all of the ﬁeld components can
have the same sign, i.e. conﬁnement in one direction implies deconﬁnement
in another one at least (this is also known as Earnshaw’s theorem [Ear42]).
There are two ways to obtain storage in three dimensions. The ﬁrst is the
use of time-varying electric ﬁelds (Paul trap [Pau53]), that create an eﬀective
conﬁning potential. The alternative solution is the use of a combination of
static ﬁelds, both electric and magnetic. The most straightforward PenningMalmberg trap is a long cylindrical conductor (grounded) with two plates or
rings (endcaps) at the extremities [Mal75]. A voltage applied to the endcaps
provides trapping along the symmetry axis z. The complete setup is immersed
in the axial magnetic ﬁeld generated by an outer solenoid, that provides radial
conﬁnement via the Lorentz force

FL = qv × B.
25
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Figure 3.1: Penning trap schematics. On the left, the cylindrical Penning-Malmberg
trap used by plasma physicists to conﬁne large samples of particles (plasma columns).
On the right, the hyperboloidal Penning trap, customary in atomic physics for highaccuracy investigations on a single or few particles.

Since FL acts in the transverse plane, a charged particle cannot drift radially,
but performs gyrations along the B-ﬁeld lines. This device, sketched on the
left of Fig. 3.1, has been used extensively in plasma physics to conﬁne large
amounts of electrons and later ions.
Atomic physicists have been using a somewhat diﬀerent and more sophisticated type of device, i.e. a high-precision trap whose central ring and endcaps
have hyperbolical shape (Fig. 3.1, on the right). A ﬁrst complete description
of the conﬁnement of charged particles in a combination of a quadrupole electrostatic ﬁeld and a magnetic ﬁeld was devised by J.R. Pierce [Pie49]. The
Nobel laureate H.G. Dehmelt successively developed the hyperboloidal trap
and for the ﬁrst time realized experiments on charged particles conﬁned with
it [Deh58, Deh67, Deh68, Deh69]. In a hyperboloidal trap, the electrostatic
potential has exactly a quadrupole shape and an analytical treatment can show
that the dynamics of a charged particle in this volume is decomposed into three
periodic eigenmotions with well-deﬁned frequencies [Bro86]. The electrostatic
potential


1 Vo
1 2
2
V =
z − r
(3.2)
2 d2o
2
makes the particle bounce with an axial sinusoidal motion of frequency

qVo
ωz =
(3.3)
md2o

depending on the geometry (do = 12 zo2 + ρ2o /2 ) of the trap, the applied potential Vo and the mass-to-charge ratio of the particle, but not on the energy of
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Figure 3.2: Ion motions in a Penning trap. On the left, the motions in the radial
plane. On the right, the composition of the three motions in 3D.

the particle itself. This important feature can be exploited for resonant detection and manipulation. Similar considerations hold for the radial motion: in
a pure magnetic ﬁeld, the ion follows a closed circular orbit in the orthogonal
 called cyclotron
plane (or a spiral if it has a velocity component along B),
motion, with frequency
qB
ωc =
;
(3.4)
m
the simultaneous presence of an electric ﬁeld alters the radial motion adding
 ×B
 circular drift, called magnetron motion. The result is the separaan E
tion of the pure cyclotron rotation in two superimposed motions, the reduced
cyclotron (slight alteration of the pure cyclotron, with frequency ω+ ) and the
slow magnetron drift around the symmetry axis with frequency ω− . Finally
we have an epicycloid in the radial plane (see Fig. 3.2). The frequency values
are

ωc2 ωz2
ωc
±
− ,
(3.5)
ω± =
2
4
2
and generally the ﬁelds are chosen such that ωc ≈ ω+ >> ωz >> ω− . As previously mentioned when mass and g-factor measurements were discussed (see
Sec. 2.5), detection and manipulation of trapped particles is possible exploiting
the three eigenfrequencies and the relations connecting them: ωc = ω+ + ω− ,
2
2
+ ω−
(invariance theorem [Bro86]). As an example, not only
ωc2 = ωz2 + ω+
determination of the ions’ properties is achieved via resonant detection, but
also excitation at the sum of two eigenfrequencies results in a periodic energy
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transfer between the the diﬀerent eigenmotions. This principle can be used
to cool the energy stored in all degrees of freedom while acting on a single
mode only, like in the case of the resistive cooling of the axial motion which is
envisaged at HITRAP.

3.2

Collective properties

If a test charge is introduced in a cloud of charges of opposite sign, its electric
potential is screened beyond a certain distance. The potential decays according
the law exp {−r/λD } /r. The characteristic decay distance λD is called Debye
length, deﬁned as
1/2

εo kB T
,
(3.6)
λD =
nq 2
where T , n, q are the temperature, density and charge of the cloud, kB the
Boltzmann constant and εo the dielectric constant. When the size of the
cloud is larger than λD , individual particles cannot be distinguished beyond
this characteristic distance and the collective properties of the cloud become
relevant. The ionized gas is then called a plasma.
A plasma can be conﬁned in a Penning trap and its relaxation to thermodynamical equilibrium leads to a state inﬂuenced by q, n and T . It has
been shown that a plasma at equilibrium in a quadrupole electrostatic potential takes the shape of an ellipsoid rigidly rotating along the longitudinal
axis ( rigid rotor equilibrium) [Dub99]. Assuming a constant plasma density
n (r) = n we can write the radial force balance
−

mvθ2
= qEr + qvθ B,
r

(3.7)

where vθ is the rotation tangential velocity. With the known cyclotron frequency ωc and introducing the plasma frequency
 2 
q n
(3.8)
ωp =
2εo m
as well as the angular velocity ω = vθ /r, Eq. (3.7) becomes
1
−ω 2 = ωp2 + ωωc .
2
The solution reads


1/2 

2ωp2
ωc
ω=
1± 1− 2
2
ωc

(3.9)

(3.10)

i.e. there are two real rotation frequencies only if
. εo B 2
.
2ωp2 ≤ ωc2 ⇔ n ≤ nB =
2m

(3.11)
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Figure 3.3: Plasma conﬁnement below the Brillouin limit. The hatched area represents the region where radial conﬁnement is attained.

This means that there is a constraint on the density of particles beyond which
the radial conﬁnement is lost. The cloud expands until the density is reduced
enough to equilibrate electrostatic repulsion with the magnetic and centrifugal
forces. This upper density value is called Brillouin limit nB . The conﬁnement
region is depicted in Fig. 3.3.
The conﬁnement of charged particles is also subject to another limit: the
eﬀective potential in the trapping region is given by the sum of the potentials
given by the trap electrodes and the charge distribution itself (self-ﬁeld or
space charge). Increasing the number of ions, space charge will progressively
ﬁll the potential well along the longitudinal axis until the potential ﬂattening
will reach the endcap voltage and no other ions can be trapped anymore. This
means that there is a limitation on the total number of charges that can be
trapped. With the assumption of a cylindrical column of radius ρc and uniform
density, the maximum number of conﬁned particles N of charge q reads [Mit95]
−1

4πεoLVd
rw
(3.12)
N=
1 + 2 ln
q
ρc
where L is the length of the trap (cap-to-cap distance), rw its radius and
Vd ≈ 0.7Vendcap the potential well depth. Thus N depends linearly on Vendcap .
Later in this chapter, in the discussion on the code benchmarking (see Sec. 3.5),
we will verify the conﬁnement conditions in the Cooler Trap.
Very important collective features of a plasma are electrostatic plasma
modes, i.e. collective motions of the charged particle cloud. They have been investigated both theoretically [Dub91] and experimentally [Hei91] and are well
understood and characterized. Their importance lies in the fact that since
their frequencies depend on density and shape of the plasma, their detection
can be exploited for nondestructive diagnostics [Amo03]. Furthermore, energy
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Figure 3.4: Low-order plasma modes according to the cold ﬂuid theory. Frequencies
are plotted as a function of the aspect ratio α = L/2ρc of the plasma ellipsoid (with
L and ρc length and radius of the ellipsoid, respectively). The ﬁrst azimuthallysymmetric modes are shown only for α ≥ 1. l = 1 is the center-of-mass motion, with
frequency ωz . There are multiple possible branches for modes with l > 2.

is stored in those modes and their understanding and monitoring cannot be
neglected in the resistive cooling. The plasma modes are indicated by two
integer numbers l and m, with l > 0 and |m| ≤ l. m = 0 modes introduce
azimuthal deformations breaking the radial symmetry. Examples of low-order
modes are the center-of-mass motion, i.e. the (1, 0) mode (whose frequency is
equal to the single-particle axial oscillation ωz if the space charge is negligible),
or the (2, 0) mode, a breathing-like deformation where the cloud periodically
stretches in the axial direction and squeezes in the radial one, and vice versa.
For (1, 1) the cloud center does not lie on the longitudinal axis and rotates
around it. The frequencies of the plasma modes can be calculated within the
cold ﬂuid theory [Dub91], which assumes a cold plasma of uniform density
in a quadratic potential. Under these assumptions, the frequency ω of any
low-order, m = 0 mode is extracted by the so-called dispersion relation
ωp2
k2 Pl (k1 ) Ql (k2 )
1− 2 =
,
ω
k1 Pl (k1 ) Ql (k2 )
−1/2

−1/2

(3.13)

, k2 = α (α2 − 1)
and α = L/2ρc aspect
where k1 = α α2 − 1 + ωp2 /ω 2
ratio of the plasma ellipsoid. Figure 3.4 shows the trend of the ﬁrst m = 0
modes ss a function of α. Frequencies will be altered by the deviations from
the cold ﬂuid theory, namely the temperature and density of the plasma. We
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will come back to plasma modes when discussing resistive cooling in Chapter 4.

3.3

Electromagnetic characterization

Given the general features and limitations of a Penning trap, the actual design
of the Cooler Trap has been developed upon the most compelling constraints,
i.e. eﬃcient injection and storage of the ion bunch together with electrons and
successive possibilities of manipulation.
A small-size hyperboloidal trap is not suitable for injection of a 1.2-µs,
6-keV/u beam, as the incoming bunch, stopped by the farther endcap by a potential about 15÷18 kV (considering U92+ , with a m/q = 2.6, the beam energy
is 15.6 keV/q), would bounce back and exit before the other endcap potential
is raised. An elongated cylindrical trap is therefore necessary (as already envisaged in the Technical Design Report of the HITRAP facility [TDR03], the ﬁrst
oﬃcial document to present the technical guidelines of the complete project).
It can be shown that the accurate harmonicity of hyperboloidal traps can be
achieved in the central region of a cylindrical trap with a proper electrode
geometry [Bro86]. Calculations have shown that keeping the base voltage of
the electrode stack at ≈ 11 kV, the beam is decelerated to 2 keV/u and a
trapping length of 400 mm yields a time τout = 400 ns to raise the ﬁrst endcap
voltage [Her06a]. Fast switches able to perform operation are available (see
Sec. 5.3).
A cylindrical trap is also useful for its extended trapping volume. With
a magnetic ﬁeld of 6 T, chosen as a compromise between radial conﬁnement
capabilities and cost, the Brillouin limit for U92+ and electrons is, respectively,
4 · 108 cm−3 and 1.75 · 1014 cm−3 . For simultaneous conﬁnement of two species
the lower limit must be considered. Experimentally, the Brillouin density is not
always reached (without the rotating wall compression, which implies heating
of the cloud). With the conservative assumption of a maximum density of
0.2 · nB , conﬁnement of 105 bare uranium ions requires a volume of 1.25 mm3 ,
while 1010 electrons demand 125 cm3 . The latter value is the volume of a
cylinder with a length of 400 mm and a radius of 10 mm. A larger radius
is desirable to reduce losses by impact on the walls. On the other hand, the
magnet surrounding the trap limits the diameter of the cold bore to 150 mm,
and the cryogenic electronics must be lodged inside that environment, too.
The compromise is an electrode inner radius of 17.5 mm. This guarantees
a suﬃcient storage space, even when electrons (the actual critical species in
terms of accumulation) will be swept out and the cooled ions will be collected
in a smaller, central region.
The last fundamental feature of the Cooler Trap is its rather complex internal structure, including volumes conceived for separate storage of ions and
electrons, i.e. nested traps. The so-called nested-trap conﬁguration refers to
the possibility of shaping the axial potential proﬁle in order to have hills and
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wells where, respectively, electrons and ions can be conﬁned [Gab99]. These
inner traps should be fairly harmonic, as a potential with such a shape grants
several advantages; we have already mentioned in Sec. 3.1 the control possibilities on the particles’ eigenmotions, whose values are in this case well deﬁned.
But this is advantageous even for the pure storage convenience: experiments
as well as theory [Moh02] have demonstrated that more eﬃcient trapping can
be achieved compared to classical ﬂat-bottomed Penning-Malmberg traps used
in the plasma community, where the length of the cylindrical column of ions
inﬂuences the storage lifetime ([Dri83], [Faj99]).
Nested traps are instrumental in the operation of the Cooler Trap tasks.
Since the ﬁrst cooling part is performed via Coulomb collisions with synchrotronradiation-cooled electrons, these are pre-loaded and get conﬁned under the
nested potential hills. Subsequently injected hot ions cross the electron regions
and lose energy, falling into the nested wells. Electrons are then swept out by
fast switching of the electrode voltages (thanks to the large m/q diﬀerence
between electrons and HCI, the latter are not aﬀected by the fast operation).
Ions are collected in the center and resistively cooled. If we want to have a
central nested well for HCI from the beginning, which is desirable in order to
have full detection of the dynamics during the whole stay in the Cooler Trap,
the minimum number of nested traps is ﬁve, as Fig. 3.5 depicts: three for the
ions and two for the electrons. For the sake of maximum simpliﬁcation and
ﬂexibility, we decided to have for all of them equal geometrical features, which
are described and further motivated in the next Subsection.
Summarizing, the basic concepts of the Cooler Trap are the following:
• cylindrical geometry with a nested-trap conﬁguration;
• axial trapping length of approximately 400 mm;
• inner radius of 17.5 mm;
• magnetic ﬁeld of 6 T.

3.3.1

Orthogonal vs Multi-Ring traps

Following the concept of the high-accuracy Penning traps used in atomic
physics, the initial TDR design [TDR03] included for each nested trap a special
electrode conﬁguration that provides a high degree of harmonicity at a deﬁnite
position, a frequent request in precision spectroscopy: the orthogonalized anharmonicity compensation [Gab84, Bro86]. As the purpose of the Cooler Trap
is rather diﬀerent (storage of high numbers of particles, not single-ion precision
measurements), we investigated the opportunity of such an arrangement.
The request for harmonicity means that the desired potential should have
in the center the quadrupole form V ∝ z 2 − r 2 . Keeping in mind the azimuthal
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Figure 3.5: Potential of a nested-trap conﬁguration. The voltages applied to the
electrodes of the Cooler Trap (sketched in the upper part) can be shaped in such a
way that simultaneous storage of positive and negative charges is possible in adjacent
potential hills and well.

symmetry of Penning traps, an expansion of V in Legendre polynomials yields
 k
∞
r
1
Ck
Pk (cos θ) ,
(3.14)
V = Vo
2 k =0
do
even

where Vo is the trapping potential and d2o = 12 zo2 + 12 ro2 is a geometrical
factor depending on the trap’s radius ρo and distance from center to endcap
zo . The request of harmonicity implies Ck = 0 ∀k > 2. Obviously a reasonable
compromise is asking for C4 = 0, being it the ﬁrst non-harmonic contribution.
In a cylindrical trap, the introduction of two correction electrodes aside
of the central ring (see Fig. 3.6) helps in extending the harmonic region, but
alters the Ck coeﬃcients: V can be in fact written as a superposition of Φo
(endcap voltage) and Φc (correction voltage)
V = Vo Φo + Vc Φc ,
where
1
Φo =
2k

∞

(0)
Ck

even =0

1
Φc =
2k



∞

Dk
even =0



r
do

r
do

(3.15)

k
Pk (cos θ) ,

(3.16)

Pk (cos θ) .

(3.17)

k
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Figure 3.6: Compensated cylindrical Penning trap of radius ρo . The potential well
is deﬁned by the voltages applied on the endcaps of length ze and the central ring
of length 2zr . The voltage of the correction electrodes (length zc ) is potimize to
improve the harmonicity of the potentials. The trapping region is 2zo .
(0)

The Ck , Dk coeﬃcients can be determined by comparison with the expansion
in Bessel functions:
∞

An Jo (ikn ρ) cos (kn z) ,

V = Vo

(3.18)

n=0

where
kn =

(n + 1/2) π
zo + ze

(3.19)

and ze is the endcap length1 . Evaluation of Eq. (3.14) and (3.18) on the z-axis
yields
k

(0)
Ck

(−1) 2 π k−1
=
k! 2k−3
k

(−1) 2 π k−1
Dk =
k! 2k−3
with
A(c)
n =

1





do
z0 + ze

do
z0 + ze

k

k

∞
k−1

(2n + 1)
n=0
∞

(3.20)

(d)

k−1

(2n + 1)
n=0

(c)

An
,
J0 (ikn ρ0 )
An
,
J0 (ikn ρ0 )

(3.21)

1
{(−1)n − sin (kn z0 ) − sin [kn (z0 − zc )]} ,
2

(3.22)

A(d)
n = sin (kn z0 ) − sin [kn (z0 − zc )] .

(3.23)

The arguments of this paragraph, originally developed for closed traps or inﬁnitely long
endcaps, still substantially hold for large ze (ze /ρo > 3.). The theory of orthogonalized traps
as we summarized here is drawn from [Gab89]
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Table 3.1: Geometry of a 95-mm long orthogonal trap. The real values take into
accounts spacings between electrodes (2 mm).

zo
zc
zring
ze

Exact value [mm]
17.0915
14.2731
2.8184
30.4085

Real value [mm]
17.09
12.27
1.82
29.41

(0)

This has two eﬀects: since now Ck = Ck + Dk VVoc , C4 can be made zero by a
proper choice of the correction potential
(0)

C
Vc
=− 4 ;
Vo
D4

(3.24)

the disadvantage is that C2 is aﬀected by the correction voltage, and so is the
axial frequency

qVo
ωz =
C2 .
(3.25)
md2o
This undesired eﬀect can be avoided by orthogonalizing the trap, i.e. making
D2 = 0; this is always possible with a proper selection of ρ/z0 and zc /zo .
Moreover, it can be shown that with zc /zo = 0.835, also C6 goes to zero.
With the abovementioned assumptions, the geometry of an orthogonalized
cell of length ∼ 95 mm (i.e. ∼ 1/5 of the total length) in the Cooler Trap is
easily determined, as summarized in Table 3.1, where real spacings between
electrodes and a machining accuracy of 10 µm are included.
We would like to recall the attention of the reader on some key features of
the orthogonal trap. As visible from Fig. 3.6 and 3.7, the large extension of
the endcaps strongly restricts the useful longitudinal trapping length: the useful region has a length 2zo . Second, the arrangement of electrodes of diﬀerent
axial dimension yields the highest harmonicity when the potential and geometrical centers coincide. These properties results in excellent control of a single
trapped particle, but become a disadvantage for the storage of a large bunch
of ions: the trapping volume is reduced and if the potential center is moved to
another axial position, the harmonicity is severely degraded. In other words,
there is a price to pay in terms of ﬂexibility, while the eﬀort in reaching this
nominal high accuracy might also become useless since it is anyway limited by
the considerable space charge of the ion cloud. In order to evaluate quantitatively the trade-oﬀ between the advantages and disadvantages, we compare
the orthogonal trap with a diﬀerent arrangement, the Multi-Ring Trap (MRT).
The basic concept of the MRT is to use the same geometry for all electrodes. In a conﬁguration with an arbitrary number of equal electrodes, the
main and most evident advantage is the possibility of shaping the electrostatic
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potential with the same accuracy at virtually any internal position, although
the maximum harmonicity might be worse than that of an orthogonal trap.
As a matter of fact, Fei [Fei99] has shown that MRTs can be orthogonalized
too, using more sets of correction rings and choosing an optimized electrode
geometry. However, since we want to minimize the number of electrodes while
keeping the concept of ﬁve harmonic compensated regions rather than reaching
the maximum accuracy, we draw our geometry from simpler arguments: using
a single ring as endcap for two adjacent nested traps we obtain 21 electrodes
with a length of 17 mm and 2-mm spacings. An MRT arrangement has already been successfully used in other storage trap facilities, like the antiproton
MUSASHI-ASACUSA setup ([Ich01], [Kur05]) at CERN.
The correct potential of any real electrode stack can be evaluated either
numerically with any solver, like SIMION [SIM95], or with the analytical formula2 [Ver01]
∞

Φ (r, z) =
n=1
N −1 

+
·

Φ1 cos (kn zo ) − ΦN cos (kn z2N −1 )
+
kn

Φi+1 − Φi sin (kn z2i ) − sin (kn z2i−1 )
·
z2i − z2i−1
kn2
i=1

Io (kn r)
sin (kn z) ,
Io (kn ρo ) L2

(3.26)

·

(3.27)
(3.28)

, ρo and L are radius and length, N = 5 the number of electrodes.
where kn = nπ
L
The fourth-order anharmonicity can be once again eliminated by a proper Vc
tuning, which we can calculate as follows. Observing that the coeﬃcient of z 4
is proportional to the fourth partial derivative in z, and rearranging Eq. (3.26)
as a function of the electrode voltages Φi , the request for harmonicity reads

∂ 4 V 
=
∂z 4 z=0

5

γi Φi = 0;

(3.29)

n=1

by symmetry Φ1 = Φ5 = Φe , Φ2 = Φ4 = Φc , Φ3 = Φr , therefore
Φc = −

γr Φr + 2γe Φe
.
2γc

(3.30)

To compare the properties of the orthogonal and the MRT arrangements,
one can then ﬁt their potential (obtained via Eq. (3.26)) on the z-axis to an
n-degree polynomial of the type
n

i=0
2

n

Bi z i =

V =

i=0

Ci i
z,
dio

This expression implies only the restriction to constant inner radius.

(3.31)
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Table 3.2: Expansion coeﬃcients of the on-axis potential in an orthogonal and MultiRing trap. In the ﬁrst two columns, V is ﬁtted to an 8th-degree polynomial on a
length of 2 · zo,ortho = 2 · 17.09 mm. The third column shows a ﬁt for the MRT on a
length of 2 · zo,M RT = 2 · 29.50 mm.

C2
C4
C6
C8

Orthogonal
2.718 · 10−1
5.506 · 10−3
−1.547 · 10−2
1.056 · 10−3

MRT
2.599 · 10−1
−8.267 · 10−3
5.328 · 10−2
−1.180 · 10−2

MRT (extended)
2.570 · 10−1
−4.313 · 10−4
5.465 · 10−2
−2.238 · 10−2

and look at the Ci coeﬃcients. These are presented in Table 3.2 and show that
indeed the MRT higher-order coeﬃcients (especially C6 and C8 ) are generally
worse, but not too severely. As a matter of fact, the coeﬃcients for the orthogonal trap are not as good as one would expect since the high-accuracy region is
rather limited, while the larger endcap-to-endcap distance in the MRT favours
a fairly good harmonic approximation over an extended length. The third column shows indeed that, extending the ﬁtting region to include the correction
electrodes, the expansion coeﬃcients do not get worse. As a conﬁrmation, the
accuracy index
n
Bi z i
Bsum = i=3 2 ,
(3.32)
B2 z
which intuitively estimates the relative overall contribution of the high-order
terms with respect to the pure parabolic potential, is also comparable in the
two conﬁgurations (see Fig. 3.7).
To summarize, we have shown that the major advantage of the orthogonal
trap, i.e. the axial-frequency independence on the correction-electrode potential, can be sensibly aﬀected by the fact that in our case we have relatively
short endcaps with adjacent traps, which can reciprocally distort the respective
harmonicities. Voltage tuning will therefore be necessary anyway, especially
due to the massive space charge (see Sec. 3.5 and 4.3.4). On the contrary,
the axially-elongated storage capacity and the ﬂexibility in ﬁeld shaping of the
MRT are of great advantage to our needs. Therefore the MRT conﬁguration
proves to be the most eﬀective choice for the Cooler Trap, and is the ﬁnally
chosen design. 21 inner electrodes with radius 17.5 mm, length 17 mm and
spacings of 2 mm are used to shape the nested traps. Endcaps have a length
of 34.75 mm and a radius of 5 mm, with the double purpose of reinforcing the
trapping potential and providing a diﬀerential pumping barrier. Two additional external electrodes are added to stabilize the ﬁeld outside the trapping
region (see Chapter 5).
A ﬁnal remark on the eﬀects of construction imperfections is mandatory.
Every real setup is aﬀected by machining and alignment defects, the inﬂuence of which is sometimes sensible and degrading in terms of physics, too.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between orthogonal (top left) and Multi-Ring (bottom left)
trap. In red, the potential along the z-axis, in black the electrode voltages. On the
right side, the Bsum accuracy index in the central region highlighted in yellow on the
left. Notice the axially-extended trapping region of the MRT (highlighted in green).

Therefore an analysis on the electric potential distortions was performed. The
central nested trap was considered, assuming a ’worst case’ where the central ring was tilted and the two adjacent correction electrodes were misaligned
with respect to the longitudinal axis. With an interelectrode spacing of 2 mm,
the maximum rotation before contact between adjacent elements is 4.5◦ . The
electrode shifts were forced up to 1 mm, much above the mechanical tolerances (reasons for the technical details on the electrode design are discussed in
Chapter 5). The calculations show that the parameters of interest described
above (Ck coeﬃcients, Bsum index) have a deviation within 50% of the values
obtained for the ideal case, up to a distance of 5 mm from the longitudinal
axis. The conclusion is that the distortions are practically negligible. The
reason is mainly the large inner radius of the Cooler Trap, which smoothens
the eﬀect in the center of the imperfections at the radial boundary.

3.4

The choice of a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code

The study of the electrostatic ﬁeld properties of a given trap geometry is a
task where SIMION proves to be an excellent tool. Nevertheless SIMION is
based on the solution of the Laplace equation. Hence its apparent limitation
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is the space charge arising from the presence of a large number of ions, which
 ﬁeld. The program allows one
will repel each other deforming the actual E
to estimate the charge repulsion [SIM95] that suit better the case of beam
lines rather than a trap where particles, in their periodic motion, experience
repeatedly a relatively small volume for a long time. To treat thoroughly and
self-consistently the space charge problem, the Coulomb repulsion between ions
can be calculated following two diﬀerent approaches, that are (1) evaluating
each particle-particle interaction or (2) solving the Poisson equation.
Full Molecular Dynamics (MD) codes follow the ﬁrst idea. This means that,
in an ensemble of N particles, the trajectory of each ion is subject not only
to the external electromagnetic forces (the trap potential conﬁguration and
magnetic ﬁeld), but also to the Coulomb interaction with its N −1 companions:
N

i = qi E + qvi × B
+
F

1
qi qj
ri − rj
.
2
4πεo (ri − rj ) |
ri − rj |
j=1,j=i

(3.33)

The accuracy of this method has the drawback that the number of interparticle
forces to evaluate, and subsequently the computation time, will scale with N 2 .
Optimizing with the implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm [Bar86], one
can reach an O (N log N) dependence. The computational eﬀort requires code
parallelization and availability of machine clusters, and yet the number of particles that can be simulated cannot exceed a few thousand. To consider larger ensembles of ions, superparticles and force scaling are introduced [Bec01]. Instead
of simulating all of the N bodies, only Nsim superparticles, with Nsim
N,
are computed, giving therefore a scaling
nsc =

N
.
Nsim

(3.34)

To get the result for N particles, the real Coulomb interaction Fc must be
scaled accordingly and the force Fc,sim used in the simulation reads then
Fc,sim = nsc · Fc .

(3.35)

The scaling factor must be handled with care: large values increase the difference between the Coulomb ﬁeld of a superparticle and the more smeared
eﬀect of a real cloud of ions. The eﬀect is fairly negligible as far as nsc is about
10 ÷ 100 [Stu08].
The so-called mean-ﬁeld approach is radically diﬀerent from a full MD
code, as no direct particle-particle interaction is considered, but the charge
distribution of the ions is inserted in the Poisson equation
∇2 Φ = −

ρ
.
εo

(3.36)

In a separate operation, the ions are moved solving the Newton equations,
where the electrostatic force is given by the solution of Eq. (3.36), that will
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then include, in addition to the external electrostatic ﬁeld, the space-charge
eﬀect as a mean ﬁeld (hence the name). As practically one distributes the
charge on a spatial grid and the Poisson equation is evaluated on its nodes,
this method is also called Particle-In-Cell (PIC) or Particle-Mesh (PM). The
clear advantage is the linear dependence of the simulation time on the number
of particles. Scaling with superparticles is used here, too, to further reduce
the computational eﬀort. This results in a code that can be easily handled by
single PC units. The disadvantage is in the loss of the direct interaction, that
forces to neglect the hard-core repulsion of real particles: the superparticles
can be imagined as ﬁnite-size rigid clouds that may pass through each other
(cloud-in-cell or CIC) model [Bir69]. Nevertheless the drawback is mitigated
by the fact that most or virtually all collisions are at large impact parameter
and really close encounters are rare.
The promising computational advantages, together with the availability to
our group of an existing code which we could modify and adapt to our purposes,
motivated us to embrace the PIC approach. The details of the program will
be explained in the following Subsections.

3.4.1

Structure of the PIC code

The core of the code we have used for our investigations was already existing,
as it had been conceived by Dr. Stefan Schwarz who exploited it in simulations
for the LEBIT ion trap at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory
(NSCL), Michigan State University [Rin06, Sch05]. We have kept its fundamental architecture, that follows the standard PIC approach as described by
Birdsall [Bir69], [Bir91] and Hockney [Hoc88] and which we have just outlined
above.
Figure 3.8 shows the main loop of the program:
• the zero-th step is the generation of superparticles, that can be skipped
in the subsequent cycles;
• the charge carried by the superparticles is attributed to the grid points
in which the simulation volume has been subdivided, with a weighting
system accounting for the scaling factor nsc mentioned above, the mesh
type (in our case, a two-dimensional, rz-symmetric geometry) and the
choice of charge apportionment on mesh nodes;
• the Poisson equation is solved on the spatial grid via a Fast-FourierTransform (FFT) routine;
• the mean ﬁeld is calculated at each particle position from Φ given by
 is fed into the particle adthe Poisson equation, and together with B
vancement algorithm. The ion position, velocity and acceleration are
updated (and can be recorded), so that the loop restarts with a new
charge distribution evaluation.
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Figure 3.8: Scheme of the PIC code. The particle charge ρ is weighted according
to the scaling factor W and included in the evaluation of the Poisson equation,
which determines the total electrostatic potential Φ. The new position, velocity and
acceleration {x, v ,a} of each particle are determined by the electromagnetic force.
The charge distribution is updated, the loop restarts and incidentally new particles
can be generated.

The FFT or direct method applied to the Poisson equation is a powerful tool to
gain in computational speed when compared to conventional iterative methods
(e.g. Successive Over-Relaxation, SOR, used for instance by SIMION). It consists in a Fourier analysis along one of the spatial dimensions of the potential
and charge distribution. The solution of the resulting system of equations is
sped up by a recursive cyclic reduction of the number of equations, made possible by the formal similarity of those as a consequence of symmetries [Hoc65].
The method is applicable to xy as well as to rz geometries, with proper modiﬁcations, that makes it suitable to our case.
The boundary conditions allowed by this technique are rather limited, e.g.
only a rectangular-shaped grid is permitted. To include more complex structures with internal electrodes, the capacity matrix method is actually implemented. The potential is calculated ﬁrst without taking into account the internal electrode points, then the deviation from the desired values gives the
charge induced on the electrodes and the Poisson equation is calculated again.
Therefore, the price to pay is solving the potential for each internal electrode
point [Hoc88]. However since our simulations concern generally the inner trap
electrodes, whose diameter is constant, we were not aﬀected by this problem.
As mentioned above, the ion charges must be included in the Poisson equation via attribution to the grid points. Accurate weighting of the charge deposited by a particle on nodes has an inﬂuence on the good reproduction of the
real physics. The simplest attribution to the closest node (nearest-grid-point,
NGP or zero-order method) is rather rough and the resulting potential will
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Figure 3.9: First-order weighting of a charge in an xy geometry. Notice that in a
3D Cartesian volume, q has actually the dimensions of a linear charge density. The
procedure is easily applied to an rz symmetry, just keeping in mind that the mesh
cell volume depends on the radial coordinate.

have non-smooth ﬂuctuations. It is a more common practice to interpolate between the two (in 1d) or four (2d) nearest grid points (see Fig. 3.9), therefore
smearing the eﬀect of the charged particle, that can now be seen as a ﬁnite-size
cloud contained in the volume of a cell; this smoothens the solution (cloud-incell, CIC or ﬁrst-order method). Higher-order weighting procedures could also
be used, but at the expense of a higher computational cost. Self-consistency
requires in every case that the same weighting scheme is used when the ﬁeld
is evaluated at the particle position during the time advancement step.
Notice that charge distribution on an rz grid implies smearing of a point
particle on a ring of charge, so that the potential will have a cylindrical symmetry and no azimuthal irregularity can be seen. However the separation of
mean-ﬁeld evaluation and particle advancement allows a complete 3D treatment of the ions’ trajectories, which we will deal with in the following.

3.4.2

Particle advancement algorithms

At a ﬁrst thought, the numerical solution of Newton’s equations of motion
dr
= v
dt
F
dv
= a =
dt
m

(3.37)
(3.38)
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might seem a relatively straightforward task to be accomplished via the use
of one of the many ﬁnite-diﬀerence routines. The speciﬁcity of the physical
problem under consideration make it far less trivial that intuition may lead to
think.
In the plasma physics community, the Runge-Kutta algorithms (secondand fourth-order versions mainly) [Abr70] and the so-called leapfrog algorithm [Hoc88], [Bir91] are among the most common and widely used due to
their accuracy and robustness. The latter scheme is derived as follows: considering a time discretization ∆t, one can write


dr
r (t + ∆t) − r (t)
1
→
= v t + ∆t
(3.39)
dt
∆t
2
v t + 12 ∆t − v t − 12 ∆t
dv
→
= a (t) ,
(3.40)
dt
∆t
that after rearranging yields the succession of operations




1
1
= v t − ∆t + a (t) ∆t
v t + ∆t
2
2


1
r (t + ∆t) = r (t) + v t + ∆t ∆t.
2

(3.41)
(3.42)

The diﬃculty in simulating the environment of a Penning trap is the pres The v × B
 term is a pure rotation of the velocity
ence of the magnetic ﬁeld B.
vector, whose absolute value is modiﬁed only by the electrostatic force; therefore the succession of steps to advance the velocity has to be taken into account.
The original PIC code initially followed Boris’ approach [Bor70] of
1. adding half of the electric impulse;
2. rotating the velocity vector;
3. adding the second half of the electric impulse.
In fact Eq. (3.38) can be discretized according to the time-centered scheme [Bun67]
q 
v (t + ∆t/2) − v (t − ∆t/2)
=
E+
∆t
m

v (t + ∆t/2) + v (t − ∆t/2) 
+
× B (3.43)
2
If we deﬁne
 ∆t
qE
m 2
 ∆t
qE
v (t + ∆t/2) = v + +
,
m 2

v (t − ∆t/2) = v − −

(3.44)
(3.45)
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the rotation in the radial plane xy is expressed by
q
c
v + − v −
 = v + + v − × ω
=
v + + v − × B
ez

∆t
2m
2

(3.46)

and the succession of operations becomes

1.
2a.
2b.
2c.
3.

v − = v (t − ∆t/2) +
vx = vx− + vy− t
vy+ = vy− + vx s
vx+ = vx + vy+ t
 ∆t
qE
.
v (t + ∆t/2) = v + +
m 2

 ∆t
qE
m 2

(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51)

The steps 2a. ÷ 2c. represent the radial rotation of angle θ, approximated with
t = − tan θ/2 = ωc ∆t/2, s = 2t/ (1 + t2 ). The approximation is good while θ
is not too large.
This is the key point: since the cyclotron motion has the highest eigenfrequency, ωc = qB/m can deﬁnitely be the limiting factor in the time discretization for high values of B. That is to say, a straightforward implementation
would require
1
m
∆t
,
(3.52)
=
ωc
qB
i.e. the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld directly imposes a condition on the
time step. Actually we may want to be free to relax this condition, since
the phenomena we want to observe act on characteristic times that are much
larger3 . In other words, we are not interested in following the details of the
cyclotron motion, that would have unaﬀordable computational cost; nor is
time-adaptivity a solution, leading again simply to extremely small ∆t. Notice that simulating highly charged ions, the high q/m ratio increases the
eigenfrequencies’ values and makes the situation more critical. The leapfrog
 rotation described above,
algorithm, even with the implementation of the v × B
has hence an undesired limitation.
This problem has been solved with the implementation of a modiﬁed Velocity Verlet routine [Spr99] that is completely independent on the strength of
the magnetic ﬁeld4 . In an ensemble of N particle, the generic Velocity Verlet
3

Our interest is focused on resistive cooling of the much slower axial motion, as described
in detail in the next chapter
4
A remark: this method has been used here within the Velocity Verlet scheme, but it
can be adapted to other algorithms like the leapfrog or Runge-Kutta with similar results.
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scheme [All89] for any of them reads (omitting the subscript)

1
∆t2 a (t) + O (∆t)3
2
a (t + ∆t) = a (r1,...,N (t + ∆t) ; v1,...,N (t + ∆t) ; t + ∆t)
1
v (t + ∆t) = v (t) + ∆t [a (t) + a (t + ∆t)] + O (∆t)3 ;
2
r (t + ∆t) = r (t) + ∆tv (t) +

(3.53)
(3.54)
(3.55)

although implicit in the second equation, it becomes explicit if the acceleration does not depend on the velocity. But in our case the acceleration is a
consequence of the Lorentz force in the electromagnetic ﬁeld:

a =


q 

E + v × B
m

(3.56)

i.e. it has an explicit dependence on v. Yet it has been shown [Spr99] that
with a Taylor expansion of the magnetic term and a homogeneous value of
B, the Verlet algorithm can be rewritten in an explicit form. I will not delve
into the mathematical details and straightforwardly give the ﬁnal expressions.
 = B
Considering as usual a purely axial magnetic ﬁeld B
ez , calling aC the
velocity-independent part of the acceleration, i.e. in our case the electrostatic

term q E/m,
and with the deﬁnitions S (ωc ∆t) ≡ sin (ωc ∆t)−ωc ∆t, C (ωc ∆t) ≡
cos (ωc ∆t) − 1, the advanced position of any particle is

1
1
[vx (t) sin (ωc t) − vy (t) C (ωc t)] + 2 ·
x (t + ∆t) = x (t) +
ωc
ωc

 C
C
· −ax (t) C (ωc ∆t) − ay (t) S (ωc ∆t) + O (∆t)3 (3.57)
1
1
y (t + ∆t) = y (t) +
[−vy (t) sin (ωc t) − vx (t) C (ωc t)] + 2 ·
ωc
ωc

 C
C
· −ay (t) C (ωc ∆t) + ax (t) S (ωc ∆t) + O (∆t)3 (3.58)
1
3
.
(3.59)
z (t + ∆t) = z (t) + ∆tvz (t) + (∆t)2 aC
z (t) + O (∆t)
2

Solving the Poisson equation the electrostatic ﬁeld (i.e. aC ) at the updated
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positions is known and the velocities will be
1  C
−ay (t) C (ωc ∆t) +
ωc
aC (t + ∆t) − aC
x (t)
− x
C (ωc ∆t) +
∆t


vx (t + ∆t) = vx (t) cos (ωc ∆t) + vy (t) sin (ωc ∆t) +

1
+aC
x (t) sin (ωc ∆t) + 2
ωc

C
aC
y (t + ∆t) − ay (t)
S (ωc ∆t) + O (∆t)3
(3.60)
∆t
1  C
−ax (t) C (ωc ∆t) +
vy (t + ∆t) = vy (t) cos (ωc ∆t) − vx (t) sin (ωc ∆t) −
ωc

C

aC
1
y (t + ∆t) − ay (t)
C
C (ωc ∆t) +
−ay (t) sin (ωc ∆t) + 2 −
ωc
∆t

C
aC
x (t + ∆t) − ax (t)
S (ωc ∆t) + O (∆t)3
(3.61)
+
∆t

1 
C
(3.62)
(t)
+
a
(t
+
∆t)
+ O (∆t)3 .
vz (t + ∆t) = vz (t) + ∆t aC
z
z
2

−

Validation tests, performed running the routine with a single ion in a harmonic
potential and varying the time step, show that in our working conditions (B= 6
T and m/q∼ 1 ÷ 3, i.e. ωc ∼ 10 ÷ 100 MHz) a reasonable compromise between
accuracy and computational speed is ∆t = 5 · 10−9 . As a matter of fact, it is
−3
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Figure 3.10: Dependence of the particle energy conservation on the time step chosen
for the particle advancement with the modiﬁed Velocity Verlet. The deviation in
energy is calculated over a total simulation time of 0.1 s. The chosen value is
∆t = 5 · 10−9 .
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Table 3.3: Dependence of the energy conservation on the magnetic ﬁeld. No increase
is observed with rising B, as the trend is substantially constant.

B [T ]
∆E/E

1
2.570 · 10−3

3
2.496 · 10−3

6
2.365 · 10−3

much smaller than the cyclotron period: nevertheless the limitation appears
to be not the magnetic, but the electric ﬁeld. The parameter of interest being
the energy conservation along time (the sum of kinetic and potential energy
must remain constant in absence of dissipative forces), one can verify that
the dependence of relative energy deviation on the time step magnitude has
a quadratic-to-cubic trend in the range ∆t ∈ [10−9 ÷ 2 · 10−8] (see Fig. 3.10).
Larger time steps were not considered, as the axial motion (our main focus in
the study of resistive cooling) begins to become very inaccurate. For smaller
∆t, the main contribution to the energy non-conservation is in the radial plane.
Still this does not mean that the magnetic ﬁeld is responsible. The proof of
the algorithm independence on the B-ﬁeld strength is given by tests at diﬀerent
B values; computations of the trajectory of a U 92+ ion in a harmonic potential
well show that after a total simulation time of 1 second the relative error in
the ion energy is always around 2.5 · 10−3, as reported in Table 3.3.
As a comparison, a leapfrog and both 2nd-order and 4th-order RungeKutta routines were checked, but in all cases the particle got radially lost via
energy non-conservation already after a simulation time of some milliseconds,
although ∆t was further reduced to values between 10−10 and 10−11 seconds.

3.5
3.5.1

Benchmarking of the code
Singly charged ions

In order to have a comparison not only with the theoretical expectations but
also with feasible results that can be obtained with a PIC code, we made a
benchmarking test taking as a reference the simulations by Mitchell [Mit97]
on singly-charged ions in a closed cylindrical Penning trap. The relaxation to
equilibrium conditions of a constant-density cylindrical ion column is observed,
and the quantities of interest are given by the accumulation limits in the trap
volume that we have introduced in Sec. 3.2: the Brillouin density and the
number of storable particles.
We reproduced the simulation by Mitchell creating a 1 mm-radius column
of ions with mass m = 100 and charge q = 1 in a trap5 with L = 48 mm,
5

The size is very close to original values of L = 50 and rw = 25 mm; the FFT method
requires the number of grid points in the axial direction to be a power of 2. The geometry
approximation alters all our parameters of interest only by a factor 0.96.
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Figure 3.11: View of the electrostatic potential in a cylindrical Penning trap of
length 48 mm and radius 24.75 mm. In absence of space charge, the potential in
the center of the trap is approximated by a quadrupole which is conﬁning in z and
deconﬁning in r.
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Figure 3.12: The trap of Fig. 3.11 has been ﬁlled with a column of ions along the
longitudinal axis. The space charge cancels the conﬁning potential. Other ions
injected along z would escape.
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Figure 3.13: Electrostatic potential along the longitudinal axis for increasing number
of stored particles. The trap of Fig. 3.11, 3.12 is progressively ﬁlled by singly charged
ions of mass 100 amu. The initial parabolic well is increasingly ﬂattened until it
completely cancels the conﬁning voltage on the endcaps. Small ripples occur as an
eﬀect of ﬁnite-size charges.

rw = 24.75 mm, B = 1 T, and a spatial grid of 128 × 66 cells. The particles
are injected over 0.5 ms, a time larger or at least comparable to the period
of the axial oscillation (∼ 0.044 ÷ 0.440 ms), so that no unphysical cloud
deformation occurs. Their relaxation to equilibrium is observed for a total
simulation time of 2.5 ms.
The electrostatic potential in the empty trap is reproduced in Fig. 3.11,
which shows the quadrupole shape in the center. Storage of particles is possible
until the potential on the longitudinal axis is totally ﬂattened like shown in
Fig. (3.12). For this geometry Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.11) yield respectively
N = 3.15 · 106 · Vendcap and nB = 2.67 · 107 cm−3 . Table 3.4 summarizes
the conclusions: endcap voltages of 0.1 and 1.0 V result in reaching the zconﬁnement limit before the Brillouin limit, since the approximate densities
at maximum storage are 2.09 · 106 and 2.09 · 107 cm−3 . The column maintains
a cylindrical shape, as shown in Fig. 3.14 (a) and (b). Further rise in the
conﬁning potential increases the number of trapped particles and hence the
density at constant volume; the cloud undergoes a radial expansion and takes
an ellipsoidal shape (see Fig. 3.14 (c)) in order to reduce the density in the
center.
Notice that Nstored does not go completely linearly with Vd : for low potential values the number of stored particles is lower than the theoretical prediction, while it approaches and overcomes the expected limit for increasing
Vendcap . The Eq. 3.12 is anyway an approximation and our results show perfect
agreement with Mitchell’s values. A further remark: simulations with diﬀerent
numbers of superparticles show that the scaling does not inﬂuence signiﬁcantly
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Table 3.4: z-conﬁnement as a function of endcap voltage and scaling factor in a
cylindrical Penning trap of length 48 mm and radius 24.75 mm. The trap is progressively ﬁlled with singly charged ions of mass 100. The theoretical number of
stored particles is Nstored = 3.15 · 106 · Vendcap . Notice the weak dependence on the
scaling factor.

Vendcap [V ]
0.1
0.1
1.0
1.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

Nsim
nsc Nreal = nsc · Nsim
5000
66
3.3 · 105
10000 33
3.3 · 105
5000 660
3.3 · 105
10000 330
3.3 · 105
5000 7500
3.75 · 105
10000 3750
3.75 · 105
25000 1500
3.75 · 105

Nstored
2.30 · 105
2.32 · 105
2.45 · 106
2.47 · 106
3.49 · 107
3.50 · 107
3.51 · 107

the result, and that therefore we can safely reduce the simulation particles from
the original number of 25000 with great spare of computation time. In setting
the lower superparticle number, one must remind the necessity of statistics
to have correct information on the properties at the equilibrium. Nsim ∼ 103
represents a fair statistical sample.
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Figure 3.14: Equilibrium shape of an initially cylindrical cloud of singly-charged ions
at the z-conﬁnement limit in a cylindrical trap of length 48 mm and radius 24.75
mm, for diﬀerent endcap voltages Vendcap . For (a) and (b) the Brillouin limit is not
reached and no expansion occurs, whereas this is the case in subﬁgure (c).
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Figure 3.15: Potential ﬂattening in the central nested trap of the Cooler Trap (length
64 mm and radius 17.5 mm) with 105 U 92+ ions. A few Volts already eﬃciently trap
the cloud, while the potential deformation becomes much less sensible at higher
endcap voltages.

3.5.2

Highly charged ions

Coming to the actual conditions of interest, we have 105 U 92+ ions in the
central nested well of the Cooler Trap; the simulation volume has rw = 17.5
mm and L = 64 mm with ∆z = 0.5 mm, thus including three electrodes
(plus 4 mm of the endcaps on each side, to reach a 2n -like number of grid
points). Injection simulations yield a cloud radius ρc ≈ 1 mm. With the
abovementioned formulae, the z-conﬁnement is ≈ 6.72 · 104 · Vendcap and the
average density n ≈ 5 · 105 cm−3 , three orders of magnitude lower than the
Brillouin limit nB ≈ 4 · 108 cm−3 . Once the kinetic energy of the cloud has
been reduced to the eV range (i.e. after electron cooling) as well as during
the application of resistive cooling, the shape and density of the cloud will
change. We will discuss these aspects in Sec. (4.3.4). For the moment we can
anyway conclude that a potential of some Volts is suﬃcient to store the ion
sample after electron cooling to 10 eV and no radial expansion is expected at
this energy.
Simulations at diﬀerent endcap potentials conﬁrm what we said above. Let
us just make a remark about the potential ﬂattening on the axis. At low Vendcap
(Fig. 3.15), this eﬀect is much more visible. A higher Vendcap has nevertheless
the eﬀect of reducing the axial extension of the cloud. Since the potential
deformation will result in frequency shifts that can aﬀect detection and manipulation of the cloud, the choice of Vendcap is therefore of great importance.
We will come back to this point during the next chapter, when we extensively
analyze the eﬀects of the space charge on the detection and resistive cooling
of the cloud.
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Chapter 4
Simulation of the cooling
mechanisms
The Cooler Trap has to bring the energy of the ion cloud down to 4 K. The use
of highly charged or even bare nuclides puts severe constraints in terms of the
cooling mechanisms that can be exploited. Buﬀer-gas cooling, where energy
is carried away by collision with inert gases, is forbidden as charge exchange
would depopulate the high-charge fraction of our sample. Laser cooling cannot
be used with bare ions, since no electronic structure is available.
A suitable technique is electron cooling, an eﬃcient tool to remove the
ions’ energy as far as electron-ion recombination does not play a major role.
Positron cooling (which would avoid the problem of recombination) is based on
the identical principle1 . Another possibility is resistive cooling, where the ﬂow
of image charges induced by the particles on the electrodes is shortcut with
a dissipative circuit, resulting in an energy loss by the ion cloud. This chapter will deal with the theoretical and simulation studies about these cooling
mechanisms whose analysis is beneﬁcial ﬁrst of all in terms of design optimization. In addition to this, especially in the case of resistive cooling, a better
understanding of the phenomenon is of broader interest in the trap community.
As an example we can cite the experimental setup SPECTRAP (brieﬂy described in Sec. 2.5), which is presently being installed at HITRAP and which
will exploit the resistive cooling technique to perform laser spectroscopy on
low-energy HCI [Vog05].

4.1

Electron cooling

The basic principle of electron cooling is the energy exchange via Coulomb
collisions between a hot ion bunch and a colder electron sample. This technique
has been extensively exploited to reduce transversal emittance and longitudinal
1

Proton cooling, i.e. sympathetic cooling of hot ions with colder protons, had also been
proposed for TITAN [Ryj05].
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spread in storage rings where a collinear cold electron beam is merged with the
circulating ions in a section of the ring and carries away energy before being
deviated again from the ion path. The repetition of the process at each turn
of the ion bunch with a new and cold electron beam yields a high ion beam
quality within a few seconds [Pot90]. An example is the Experimental Storage
Ring at GSI as we have already mentioned in Sec. 2.2.
Electron or positron cooling in traps has also been applied successfully in
the last years, for instance at CERN in the antiproton traps ASACUSA [Ich01],
ATHENA [Amo04], ATRAP [Gab99]. While in accelerators the cooling species
is periodically renovated, traps store permanently the ions (or antiprotons) as
well as electrons (or positrons). The electron sample is kept cold by energy loss
via synchrotron radiation in the high magnetic ﬁeld. This guarantees a fast
ion cooling and makes this process attractive for HITRAP where the desired
cycle time for loading the Cooler Trap is about 10 s. Nevertheless one should
notice that there will be an intricate interplay between heating and cooling of
the electron cloud, which will aﬀect consequently the energy dissipation of the
ion bunch. The whole process is highly nonlinear and disentanglement of the
feedback eﬀects must be evaluated numerically. In this Section we summarize
the HITRAP-related studies on electron cooling that have been extensively
presented and discussed in [Zwi05, Zwi06, Ner07].
The energy exchange between ions and electrons is described using
Nsome
simplifying assumption. The conversion from the kinetic energy Ei = µ i Eµ
of the Ni ions to electron temperature Te is considered to be instantaneous and
Te is assumed to be isotropic for further simpliﬁcation. This can be written as
follows:
dEe
dEi
dTe
3
Ne kB
=
=−
=−
2
dt
dt
dt

Ni

µ

dEµ
=−
dt

Ni

mµ
µ

dvµ
· vµ ,
dt

(4.1)

where Ne indicates the number of electrons, kB the Boltzmann constant, µ a
generic ion with position rµ and velocity vµ . As ions are more energetic than
electrons this represents a heating for e− . On the other hand, the magnetic
ﬁeld B will cause an exponential decay of Te to the ambient temperature To ≈ 4
K by synchrotron radiation with a time constant
τs = 3πεo

m3e c3
,
e4 B2

(4.2)

where εo is the dielectric constant, me the electron mass, c the speed of light,
e the electric charge. With B = 6 T one obtains a very short time constant
τs ≈ 0.1. Notice now that the last term in Eq. (4.1) represents the energy
loss of the ions as product of ion velocity and the force experienced by the ion
itself. The latter is given by two contributions: the static electromagnetic ﬁeld
of the trap and the cooling force F exerted by the electrons. Summarizing,
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the complete problem is described by the following system of equations:
mµ





dvµ
 (rµ ) + vµ × B
 + F ne , Te , B,
 vµ ∀µ = 1, ..., Ni
= qe E
dt
Ni
2
1
dEµ
dTe
=−
− (Te − To ) ,
dt
3kB Ne µ dt
τs

(4.3)
(4.4)

where ne is the density of electrons. The crucial issue is to estimate correctly
the cooling force. Its evaluation is complicated by the inﬂuence of the magnetic
ﬁeld, which breaks its isotropy and introduces a dependence on the direction
 Moreover, F is eﬃciently described by diﬀerent models
of vµ relative to B.
depending on the electron-ion relative velocity [Möl07]. It is not our purpose
to discuss here the advantages and disadvantages of each of them. In our case,
as we will show next, the heating of the electron cloud is very large, therefore
the relative velocity is large too, and Coulomb collisions cause small energy
transfers (weak coupling). In this regime, the small velocity exchange can be
treated as a perturbation of the electron motion in a static electromagnetic
ﬁeld. A linear response method (in the framework of the dielectric theory) can
therefore be used [Ner07]. A drawback of this method is the overestimation
of the cooling force for ions moving parallel or almost parallel to the magnetic
ﬁeld lines. As this is a small fraction of all ions, the approximation is acceptable
and comparisons with other methods (computationally more expensive) have
shown a discrepancy of 20% at most.
Coulomb collision is not the only process we have to face: electron-ion re−9/2
combination will certainly occur. Three-body recombination scales as Te
and is hence strongly suppressed by the massive electron heating. The dominant mechanism is radiative recombination (RR)
X q+ + e− → X (q−1)+ + hν

(4.5)

where the binding energy of the recombined ion-electron system is radiatively
released. Using the RR cross section σRR given in [Paj94], the instantaneous
recombination rate for each ion αRR,µ (t) is the integral of the RR cross section
times the electron-ion relative velocity vr,µ over the electron distribution:

αRR,µ (t) = ne d3 ve vr,µ (t) σRR (vr,µ (t)) ·


3/2

me ve2
me
exp
·
.
(4.6)
2πkB Te (t)
2kB Te (t)
The survival probability PRR,µ (t), i.e. the probability that the µ-th ion is still
in the initial charge state at time t, is
  t


dt αRR,µ (t) .
(4.7)
PRR,µ (t) = exp −
0
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Figure 4.1: Electron cooling of 105 U92+ ions with diﬀerent numbers of electrons.
Diagrams in the top row show the electron temperature Te (green line) versus time
where t=0 indicates the time of injection. On the bottom row, the red line indicates
the mean energy Ei  of the ions normalized to the initial mean energy Ei o . The
blue line is the mean survival probability PRR  to electron-ion recombination. ne
indicates the the density of electrons, Ne and Ni the number of electrons and ions,
respectively.

Systematic studies have been performed to ﬁnd a clear dependence of the
recombination process on the number Ne and density ne of electrons. The ion
sample taken into consideration is that of the HITRAP Cooler Trap at injection: Ni = 105 U92+ ions coming from the LEBT at 6 keV/u, decelerated to
1.5 ÷ 2 keV/u by proper settings of the trap electrode potentials (see Sec. 3.3).
The results are shown in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2. Qualitatively, electron cooling follows this scheme: As the ions are injected the Coulomb interaction starts and
the ion energy Ei drops continuously. The electron temperature conversely
grows rapidly by about four orders of magnitude from T0 ≈ 4 K ≈ 0.35 meV
(cold electrons in equilibrium with the cryogenic temperature of the trap) to
some eV. When the ion energy is suﬃciently reduced, the energy exchange
decreases and the cooling of electrons by synchrotron radiation dominates. At
some point the ions would reach an equilibrium with the electron temperature
and continue to cool down to To , but as ion and electron energies equalize
radiative recombination increases and the HCI sample is progressively lost. It
is therefore convenient to stop the process at some point by sweeping away the
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Figure 4.2: Electron cooling of 105 U92+ ions at diﬀerent electron densities ne . The
ratio of ion and electron number Ni /Ne remains constant. The electron temperature
Te (green line) is shown in the top row, the ion energy (red line) and survival
probability (blue line) in the bottom row. Notation follows Fig. 4.1.

electrons.
More quantitatively, Fig. 4.1 shows what happens while keeping constant
Ni and electron density ne , but reducing the total number of electrons Ne . Less
electrons to dissipate the same amount of energy means that their temperature
rises faster in the beginning of the cooling process and reaches a higher maximum. The cooling force gets smaller at large Te and the cooling time increases.
In principle the recombination rate decreases at higher Te , but the increased
interaction time prevails and the total amount of recombinations is bigger, i.e.
the survival probability decreases for decreasing Ne (from left to right in the
picture). The conclusion is that a strong reduction of Ne is disadvantageous.
Figure 4.2 shows the dependence of the electron temperature, the ion energy and the survival probability on the electron density at a constant ratio
Ni /Ne . The cooling force has an almost linear relation to ne and increases with
increasing ne . Nevertheless a linear increase of ne does not result in a linear
decrease of the cooling time, because the heating of the electrons is enhanced.
Since the cooling force decreases at higher Te , the energy loss of the ions is
reduced. Comparing the three cases shown in Fig. 4.2 we can see that an increase of ne of one order of magnitude reduces the cooling time only of a factor
2 ÷ 4. Equation (4.6) shows that the recombination rate depends linearly on
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ne . Conversely, αRR is reduced at higher Te . The examples show anyway that
the density eﬀect prevails and that for increasing ne the survival probability is
lower.
Summarizing, the interplay between heating and cooling processes manifests in highly nonlinear eﬀects which make estimates diﬃcult when any parameter is changed. According to these simulations, the optimal settings are
ne = 107 cm−3 and Ne = 109 . Therefore these values were taken as design parameters for the Cooler Trap. With these settings (central diagram in Fig. 4.1
and 4.2) and stopping the electron cooling at an ion energy of 10 eV to limit
recombination, we expect to have an eﬃcient cooling of the ions in about 1÷1.5
s and a survival probability of the ions’ charge state of 90%. From this point
on, electrons will be swept out of the trap by rapidly switching of the electrode
potentials and resistive cooling will take over.

4.2

Theory of resistive cooling

Like laser [Bla06] or stochastic cooling2 [Van84], resistive cooling is a c̀lean’
process [Maj04]. Here we mean that since no interaction with other particles
is involved (which is the case, on the contrary, for electron or buﬀer-gas cooling), this technique does not substantially alter the content of the ion sample.
The energy loss occurs in an external circuit, based on the same principle
that is exploited for particle detection both in traps (where Dehmelt called
it bolometric technique [Deh68]) and in accelerators (where it is known under
the name of Schottky detection [Bos03]). Resistive cooling seems therefore a
good candidate for the last part of the energy dissipation, where electron-ion
recombination would change the charge state of the ion cloud. For the ﬁrst
part electron cooling is still preferred since it is deﬁnitely faster than resistive
cooling, as we shall see.
In the following we introduce the concepts of image charge and image current. Their application in electronic detection and cooling of charged particles
is presented with a focus on the features and problems of many-particles cooling.

4.2.1

Image charge

The presence of a boundary surface (e.g. a conductor held at a ﬁxed potential)
in the vicinity of a charged particle causes an apparent contradiction. The ion,
inducing a surface charge density, would impose a diﬀerent value of the electric
potential on the boundary itself. A theoretical solution is given by the method
2

Although most common in accelerators, stochastic cooling has been adapted to traps,
too [Bev88, Bev88a]. Apparently it did not establish itself as a common technique, probably
due to relatively long cooling times and the possibility of cooling directly only the centerof-mass motion of an ion cloud.
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of the method of image charges. On the left, the charge placed
on the left side of a plate induces an image on the right. On the right, the ﬁrst
image induces a subsequent one on the second plate and so on. An analogue series
of images (not shown) is created starting from the left plate.

of image charges [Jac72]. This method considers a virtual charge of opposite
sign, placed on the other side of the boundary, so that it mirrors the real charge
and the result is a zero potential on the surface (see Fig. 4.3, left side).
One can evaluate the image charge by writing the potential given by both
the real and image charges and then setting the result to zero. Gauss’ law says
then




 · ndS.
q=
σdS =
εo E · ndS =
εo∇V
(4.8)
∂V

∂V

∂V

Here σ is the surface charge density, ∂V the integration surface (i.e. the
 and
boundary), n the unit vector normal to ∂V , εo the dielectric constant, E
V the electric ﬁeld and corresponding potential created by the charge and
ﬁnally q will be the total induced image charge. An analytical treatment of
simple cases, such as a plate [Ble89] or a sphere [Jac72], is possible. It is indeed
straightforward to write for a plate

qimage = −

= −

R

εo Ez 2πrdr =

0
R
0



z
z
q
2πrdr = −q 1 − √
2π (r 2 + z 2 )3/2
R2 + z 2

(4.9)

where R is the radial extension of the plate and z the distance of the charge
from the plate. If the plate extends to inﬁnity, one obviously gets qimage =
−qreal .
For boundaries with more complex geometries the solution is less trivial.
In a capacitor made from two parallel plates, the image charge created on the
other side of one of the plates has an eﬀect on the other one an so on and so
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plates of a capacitor. The radius of the capacitor plates is R = 17.5 mm and their
distance d = 64 mm. These values are chosen to simulate the central nested trap of
the Cooler Trap. z indicates the position of the ion between the two plates.

forth, giving rise to an inﬁnite series of images (see Fig. 4.3, right side). The
i-th image qi on the left (L) or right (R) plate is [Win06]
(i−1)/2

qiL,R

i

= q(−1)


j=0

(i−1)/2
L,R
R,L

z2j+1
z2j




2 
2  ,
L,R
R,L
2
2
j=1
R + z2j+1
R + z2j

(4.10)

where z is the ion distance from the center of the capacitor, halfway inbetween
the two plates, and ziL,R = (2i − 1) d2 ∓ z(−1)i , and after some orders one can
truncate the series since the inﬂuence of qi decreases for large i, especially if R
is large with respect to z. Connecting the two conductors to an external circuit
one can measure the induced net charge (truncated to the N −th contribution):
N
N
∆qcap

=q −q =
L

R

N

qiL
i=1

−

qiR .

(4.11)

i=1

It is interesting to notice (see Fig. 4.4) that close to the center the image charge
goes linearly with the axial displacement z while, when getting closer to the
plates, higher-order contributions become apparent. We will come back to this
point later as it is of crucial importance.
In a hyperboloidal Penning trap or in a cylindrical trap with closed endcaps,
the endcaps used as pick-ups electrodes for the induced images can be approximated by spheres or plates in case of hyperboloidal trap or closed cylindrical
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Figure 4.5: Charge density (colour-coded) on a conducting ring due to an ion (in
black). The density is homogeneous if the particle is centered (a), and angulardependent if the particle is oﬀ the center (b), due to the varying distance from the
wall.

geometry, respectively. This is surely not possible in an open-endcap geometry,
where the image charge is collected on the surface of ring electrodes. Therefore
we carried further the approach sketched above to calculate the charge density
in the case of a particle enclosed within a cylinder. Since the geometry is more
complex, a fundamental simpliﬁcation is required, namely the assumption that
the ion moves only along the symmetry axis of the cylinder. Since we are interested only in the eﬀect of the axial motion and do not consider the angular
charge distribution in the transverse plane, this is acceptable. Indeed in a
two-dimensional space, an ion induces a charge density with radial symmetry
if the particle is put in the center of a conducting circular ring. An angular
dependence arises upon a displacement from the center (see Fig. 4.5), but for
Gauss’ law the total charge integrated over 2π must be the same.
A further and non-trivial complication is the fact that in this case the image
charge is represented by a continuous ring of charges with a radius larger than
the circular electrode, compensating the potential of the real particle inside
the conductor. But the presence of a continuous and homogeneous ring of
images created by a charge in the center does not change the slope of the
induced charge image versus the axial position. The only eﬀect is to make the
electric ﬁeld at the wall stronger by a factor γ. This correction factor has not
been derived analytically, but it can be evaluated numerically for each speciﬁc
geometry and is in the range 1÷2. In the geometries we will consider we found
it to be close to 1.
With the abovementioned assumptions, we write the Gauss’ law (Eq. (4.8))
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for an inﬁnitely long cylinder:



 · ndS =
εo γ E

q=
∂V

∞



−∞

0

2π

γq
εo γEr Rdθdz =
4π



∞

2πR2

−∞

(R2 + z 2 )3/2

dz.

(4.12)
Let us now restrict the integral to a ﬁnite region, i.e. to a ring electrode. Its
position with respect to the trap center is deﬁned by the coordinates [z1 , z2 ].
If the ion’s instantaneous position is z, we get
qring

qR2
=γ
2



z2 −z
z1 −z


z2 −z

z
q
dz  = γ
.
3/2
2
2
2 (R2 + z 2 )1/2
(R + z )
z −z
1

(4.13)

1

The image charge is then simply qimage = −qring and, connecting two rings to
an external circuit, the net image charge will be again the diﬀerence between
the two contributions (see Fig. 4.6).

4.2.2

Image current through an external circuit

It is intuitive to imagine that, if an electric circuit shortcuts the electrodes of
a trap, the movement of a trapped ion with an axial velocity vz will generate
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a current i due to the variation in time of the image charge ∆q induced on the
electrodes’ surfaces. This is described by
d
∂
∂z
∂
i = ∆q =
∆q ·
= vz ∆q.
(4.14)
dt
∂z
∂t
∂z
Insertion of an impedance in the circuit gives then access to information and
manipulation of the particle. This method is well known in the trap community: it was suggested already by Dehmelt [Deh68] and Wineland [Win75] who
gave a thorough explanation of the phenomenon by showing the equivalence
of a trap to an electric circuit. As a matter of fact, the system trap + ion
can be modeled as a lumped circuit where the trap acts as a capacitor. A
so-called tuned circuit, i.e. including LC elements, can be used for the detection of the ion axial oscillation if made resonant (tuned) with the frequency
of the ion oscillation. Similarly, the radial motions can be observed, too, if
an azimuthally-split ring electrode is used as pick-up and the image charge
diﬀerence between the radial sectors is measured.

4.2.3

Dissipation of the image current

If the circuit that shortcuts the pickup electrodes includes a resistance, the
eﬀect is an energy loss by ohmic dissipation. The periodic motion of a particle
is therefore assimilated to an alternate current whose amplitude is reduced in
time. This corresponds to cooling of the ion oscillation. The minimum energy
achievable is given by the ambient temperature at which the circuit+trap system is located. The minimum temperature represents a thermal noise (Johnson
noise) which prevents the image current generated by the ion motion from being seen. The circuit will therefore be placed in the same 4-K environment
of the trap. In reality, to accomplish this objective the use of a complex
impedance (parallel RLC) is the common routine: the tank circuit3 allows at
the same time the observation of the ion’s motion and a high eﬀective resistance, i.e. a high dissipation of the image current and consequently of the ion
energy. This would not be achievable with an ohmic resistor. Practically, an
inductive coil is built while C is given by the parasitic capacitance of the whole
circuit including the trap electrodes. An index of the RLC circuit characteristics is given by the quality factor (Q-factor) which is deﬁned as
ωRLC
.
(4.15)
Q=
∆ω
Here ωRLC = 1/ (LC)1/2 is the resonance frequency and ∆ω the bandwidth of
the RLC circuit, deﬁned as the width of the resonant peak 3 dB below the
maximum. The peak resistance of the RLC given by
Q
R=
.
(4.16)
ωRLC C
3

The RLC circuit is also called tank circuit because inductive and capacitive elements
store energy.
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To maximize the dissipation, the axial oscillation frequency of the ions ωz
must coincide with ωRLC . The evident drawback is the bandwidth of the
RLC: particles oscillating with a frequency too far oﬀ ωRLC will experience an
eﬀective resistance orders of magnitude lower than the peak value. We will see
later that a broader bandwidth might be preferable to a high peak resistance.
The common practice is anyway to aim for a high Q-factor when building the
circuit and to artiﬁcially make it worse if requested. The resonant frequency is
not a completely free choice as it depends on constructive parameters and the
location of the whole system in the magnet bore puts space limitations. The
coil for the resistive cooling in the Cooler Trap (being built and tested at the
moment of writing) will have a Q-factor about 800 at ωRLC ≈ 400 kHz, yielding
(with an estimated C of some tens pF) a peak resistance of 20 ÷ 40 MΩ. A
trapping potential of ∼ 100 V in a nested trap of ﬁve electrodes is required to
bring ωz in resonance. The inﬂuence of these parameters on resistive cooling
will be discussed in the next Section. More technical details on the electronics
will be given in Sec. 5.3.
An estimate of the cooling process is straightforward in the approximation
of a charge q sinusoidally oscillating between two inﬁnite plates at distance D
(a rough but fair ﬁrst-order approximation of a hyperboloidal Penning trap).
In this case the net transfer of charge ∆q is equal to q when the particle moves
from one conductor to the other. With an axial velocity vz , the current is
simply
q
(4.17)
i = vz .
D
2
Since the ohmic dissipation in the eﬀective resistance R is4 P = RIef
f and
2
5
vz = 2Ez /m, the total energy loss of the axial component follows the law
Rq 2
dEz
=
Ez
(4.18)
dt
mD 2
that yields an exponential decay with time constant
mD 2
.
(4.19)
τ=
Rq 2
This result is also approximately valid when the pick-up electrodes are not
inﬁnite plates but ﬁnite slabs or rings as in a real cylindrical trap. Indeed as
Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 show, in the central region the slope of the image charge is
linear and for small oscillations the current formally follows Eq. (4.17) if D is
replaced by an eﬀective distance
 −1

∂V 
Def f = −Vo
(4.20)
∂z 
P =

z=0

4

Ie f f =

√i
2

is the eﬃcient current: in the case of sinusoidal current i, the mean value


 2
2
q2
of its square is i = i2o (cos (ωt)) = 12 i2o = mD
2 Ez . This explains a factor 2 otherwise
missing.
5
In the center, the energy is purely kinetic. The velocity varies sinusoidally and so does
the current, therefore the footnote above holds.
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with Vo trapping depth.
Within this approximation, when N ions of equal mass and charge state
are trapped inside the capacitor, only the center-of-mass (CM) motion induces
a net current. In the following, we will omit
N the index z for readability. Indeed
for the j-th particle vj = vCM + uj and j=1 uj = 0 with vCM the velocity of
the center of mass and uj the velocities in the CM frame. Hence the image
current reads
N
N
q
q
ij =
vj = N vCM .
(4.21)
i=
D j=1
D
j=1
Now it would be intuitive to say that since the instantaneous dissipated power
is proportional to N 2 , the cooling time constant of the CM motion is τCM =
τ /N, i.e., that the CM cooling is N times faster than the damping of a single
particle. On the contrary, it can be shown (see for instance [Maj04]) that
due to the phase diﬀerence between the particles in the ensemble, the power
dissipation, averaged over the sample and assuming that all particles have the
same ωz (which means also that ωC M = ωz ), is ∝ N and therefore τCM = τ .
We will notice in our simulations that a clear determination of τCM is rather
diﬃcult and ambiguous due to the time modulation of the amplitude of the
CM motion and the frequency spread of ωz .
The important message is that while the CM motion experiences an eﬀective cooling, the other degrees of freedom, which increase with the number of
particles and therefore contain most of the energy in a large sample, are completely untouched. This is particularly intuitive when thinking of a b̀reathing’
motion (the (2, 0) mode as we have deﬁned it in Sec. 3.2), where the center of
mass does not move but the ion cloud axially expands and contracts periodically: the charge induced on the two pick-up electrodes is the same and the
net eﬀect is null.
The real situation is anyway diﬀerent, since the linear approximation of
Eq. (4.17) is not really correct: one can see from eqs. (4.11) and (4.13) that
higher orders of the axial position z come into play for high oscillation amplitudes. In general, the image of a charge qj can be written as a polynomial
series of z
n
qj = ao + a1 zj + a2 zj2 + a3 zj3 + ... =

max

ak zjk .

(4.22)

kak zjk−1 vj

(4.23)

k=0

Making use of Eq. (4.14) the j-th image current will be
ij = a1 vj + 2a2 zj vj +

3a3 zj2 vj

nmax

+ ... =
k=1

and the total current
nmax

i = a1 vCM +

N

zjk−1 vj ,

kak
k=2

j=1

(4.24)
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Figure 4.7: Spectrum of the image current induced by the motion of a U92+ ion on
the pick-up electrodes with symmetric and asymmetric coupling. Higher harmonics
visible due to the nonlinearity of the relation between ion motion and induced current
(see Eq. (4.13)).

showing an additional term that will be dissipated beyond the pure CM motion.
This contribution will be in general far smaller, resulting in a long cooling tail.
There are other causes that make the internal cloud motions v̀isible’ in
terms of an induced image current which can be damped. First of all there are
unavoidable ı̀mperfections’ of the real case in contrast to the ideal situation:
• anharmonicities in the trap electrostatic potential experienced by the
particles either due imperfections or to very large amplitudes (since V
deviates from a parabolic shape far from the center);
• the presence of partially recombined ions that leads to a displacement
between the center of mass and the center of charge or, in other terms,
to a fraction of ions with a diﬀerent ωz and therefore a variable phase
shift.
Second, one can voluntarily choose an asymmetric coupling: instead of connecting the tuned circuit to two pick-up electrodes symmetrically placed with
respect to the trap center, the detection of the image current can be done only
on one side or with any axially asymmetric coupling scheme in order to be
sensitive even to breathing-like motions. The eﬀects of nonlinear correlations
between ion motions and image current will be further investigated in the next
Section, where we will obtain more quantitative results with the help of the
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PIC code. Just as an example, Fig. 4.7 shows the spectra of the image current
which is induced by a single U92+ ion in the case of symmetric and asymmetric coupling. The ion motion has a large amplitude (±18.8 mm) and enters
the region of nonlinear function between ion motion and image current (see
Eq. (4.13)), giving rise to higher harmonics of ωz . While the symmetric coupling renders visible only the odd ones, the asymmetric connection is sensitive
to the even ones, too. Obviously its signal is lower when compared to the
symmetrically coupled circuit, since only one pick-up electrode is use instead
of two and the total detected current is lower.
The last and important remark regards the fact that we have only considered the cooling of the axial motion. Radial and azimuthal degrees of freedom
also contain energy which has to be dissipated but will not be directly aﬀected
by axial cooling. A coupling of the transversal and axial motions is possible
by resonant quadrupole excitation at the sum of the interested motions’ eigenfrequencies. Therefore the transversal energy components can be indirectly
damped by transfer to the axial motion, which is continuously cooled (axialisation). The limits for an eﬃcient energy transfer are given by the spread of
the eigenfrequencies of interest and the space charge of the cloud, screening
the radiofrequency excitation applied to the electrodes. The overall result is
an increase of the cooling times which we present in the next Section. Unfortunately our code cannot address this issue since it is built in rz-symmetry.
Experimental investigations will therefore be necessary to give quantify these
eﬀects.

4.3

Simulation of resistive cooling

In this Section, after a brief explanation on the implementation in the PIC
code, we will present the results obtained with our simulations on the mechanism of resistive cooling of highly charged ion clouds. As underlined in the
introduction to this chapter, the purpose of the systematic studies is manifold.
Besides the use in the Cooler Trap and the ensuing need for both an optimized
design and a reference on the dynamics to guide the experimentalist, this cooling technique is also of interest for other Penning trap experiments. Systematic
investigations are required not only for a deeper understanding of the cooling
process, but also as a consequence of the limitations of the simulation code
itself. The time span of the resistive cooling, as we shall see, covers at least
several seconds. In Sec. 3.4 we have shown that the accuracy of our code is
guaranteed only for few seconds, at most, with the chosen discretization parameters. Simulation of 1-second cooling time requires several days. Therefore
an improvement in accuracy would be made at the expense of unacceptable
periods of time for simulation. As a consequence, to limit the computational
eﬀort it is not possible to simulate a full cooling cycle under real experimental
conditions as it will become clear from the presented examples. The study
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of extreme cases can give an insight on the characteristic features of resistive
cooling.
The benchmarking of the code is based on the only one published reference
on resistive cooling of highly charged ions in a Pennning trap, i.e. the Mainz
g-factor experiment on C5+ [Häf00, Häf03]. The experimental ﬁnding will be
compared with our simulations and interpreted. Subsequently, the properties
of resistive cooling are analyzed as a function of the number of particles, the
cooling power of the external circuit and the presence of contaminants. There
are two advantageous circumstances for using the Mainz g-factor experiment
for benchmarking: First, the simulation environment is smaller than the Cooler
Trap and, as a consequence, the computation time is reduced by a factor
2 ÷ 4. Second, we shall see that this setup and the Cooler Trap, although very
diﬀerent in size, have in common several features.
We shall then discuss resistive cooling in the Cooler Trap. Extensive simulations have been performed to gain information on the expected performance
of the device.

4.3.1

Implementation in the PIC code

The most straightforward way to implement the resistive cooling in the simulation code is to evaluate the voltage drop on an external eﬀective resistance
as ∆V = R · I and feeding back the cooling via a restoring force
Fz = qEz ≈ −q

∆V
Def f

(4.25)

counteracting the particle motion. Def f , called eﬀective electrode distance,
is the separation between the inﬁnitely extended plates of the ideal capacitor
that would give the same electric potential as the real trap [Ota07]. Therefore,
the axial electric ﬁeld is approximated to the voltage drop over this length and
the single-particle cooling time constant is directly given by Eq. (4.19).
Since this routine simply adds the restoring force on the electric ﬁeld calculated via the Poisson solver, the result is correct only if the number of particles
is very small and no space charge eﬀect alters the ﬁeld distribution. If this is
not the case, the real force experienced by the ions is shielded by space charge
and pure superposition overestimates Fz . A self-consistent implementation of
the resistive cooling scheme in the PIC code requires therefore to incorporate
a few intermediate steps in the main loop of Fig. 3.8:
• the calculation of the image current, accomplished using Eq.( 4.13);
• the calculation of the resulting voltage drop on the external RLC circuit
∆V = Z · I. If the impedance Z is real (pure resistance) the voltage
drop is simply the product of current and resistance. Otherwise ∆V is
evaluated with a numerical time-domain routine that solves the secondorder diﬀerential equation describing the circuit;
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Figure 4.8: Scheme of the PIC code after introducing the feedback on electrode
potentials (i.e. boundary conditions) due to image charge. An intermediate step
is inserted in the main loop of Fig. 3.8. The particle movement creates an image
current and a subsequent voltage alteration on the trap electrodes, creating new
boundary condition for the Poisson equation.

• the feedback of ∆V to the pick-up electrodes which will modify the
boundary conditions for the electrostatic potential in the Poisson solver
routine.
The modiﬁed scheme is shown in Fig. 4.8. After advancing the ions one time
step further, their new coordinates not only determine the charge density to be
accounted for in the Poisson equation, but generate together with the velocities
new boundary conditions via the image current.
Before we discuss the results of the simulations, we would like to make here
some general remarks which we shall later give for granted unless otherwise
stated:
• The clouds simulated in the following have been created with an initial
random space distribution (i.e. uniform density) and a Gaussian velocity
distribution. Since the resistive cooling acts directly only on the axial
component, the mean energy of the sample we will refer to is always the
axial component of the kinetic energy Ek,z . In principle, this component
is the only one aﬀected by the cooling process.
• At equilibrium, no center-of-mass (CM) motion is present. Since we want
to study the cooling of the CM as well as internal motion the generated
particle cloud will have (if not otherwise stated) part of the energy stored
in the rigid CM oscillation.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental result for cooling of thirty C5+ ions in a Penning
trap [Häf03]. The black solid line is an exponential with decay constant τ = 5.2
s ﬁtting the experimental curve for t ≥ 10 s (cooling of the internal motions of the
cloud). The lower limit is set by the electronic noise at 4 K.

• As there is no direct collision mechanism in the PIC, the radial distribution is not inﬂuenced by axial resistive cooling unless the increase of
space charge due to the axial compression causes a radial expansion.
• Although the experimental observable in electronic, non-destructive detection trap techniques is the induced current or power loss, the diagrams
showing the time evolution of the ion cloud will essentially plot the kinetic energy as a function of time. The reason is the following: To ﬁrst
order, the two quantities are directly proportional as we have already
shown in Sec. 4.2.3. They are thus exactly equivalent for CM motion.
The linear relation is altered by the additional terms coming from anharmonicities and non-CM motions. Therefore, if our purpose is to clarify
what is really happening to the ion sample, the current might not be the
proper quantity.

4.3.2

The C5+ trap: comparison with a real case

As stated in the beginning, the benchmark case for testing our code is the
Mainz trap used for the g-factor experiments on 12 C5+ [Häf00, Häf03] since it
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represents so far the only published experiment dealing with resistive cooling
of a cloud of highly charged ions in a Penning trap. In the experiment, a sample of thirty C5+ ions was trapped in a cryogenic, orthogonally-compensated
cylindrical Penning trap. The endcap-to-endcap length was 16 mm, the diameter 7 mm and the magnetic ﬁeld was 3.8 T. The trap was equipped with
an RLC circuit of peak resistance R= 10 MΩ and quality-factor Q=1000, connected asymmetrically to an endcap and an adjacent correction electrode. The
ion cloud had an initial mean kinetic energy of 13 eV and was conﬁned by a
trapping potential of 10 V. In these conditions, the axial frequency ωz is about
800 kHz. As we mentioned before, the conditions for the HITRAP Cooler Trap
are, although very diﬀerent in size, quite similar to those of the Mainz g-factor
trap: U92+ has m/q= 2.6 and a ωz ≈ 2π · 400 kHz (in the central nested trap
at 100 V trapping potential) while C5+ has m/q is 2.4.
In the experiment, a single particle and also particle clouds were cooled.
The measured single-particle cooling time constant τs = 132 s is in agreement
with the theoretical prediction of Eq. (4.19). The experiment on 30 ions presented more intriguing and unclear properties. Figure 4.9 shows the power
dissipation in the RLC circuit measured over one minute6 . The evident features are the very fast initial decay, an intermediate plateau and a successive,
slower decay (cooling tail) whose time constant τtail is about 5.2 s. Häﬀner et
al. interpreted the ﬁrst fast slope of the dissipation process shown in Fig. 4.9 as
cooling of the CM motion and the slower tail as decay of the internal motions
in the ion cloud. A conclusive explanation of the intermediate plateau could
not be given.
Due to accuracy loss and excessive computational eﬀort, our simulations
cannot cover the full time span of one minute which was experimentally observed but only few seconds. In order to have useful results within the aﬀordable simulation time, we maintained all parameters of the experiment except
for the peak resistance: this was increased to R = 1010 Ω, i.e. by three orders
of magnitude. The underlying assumption, that the physics of cooling is not
qualitatively altered, is justiﬁed as far as the voltage drop due to the image
current is a small distortion of the trapping potential. In other words, the
cooling force acting on the ions must not become strong enough to turn from a
damping force to an excitation drive. We veriﬁed that even with our boosted
resistance we do not encounter this problem.
Figure 4.10 shows the result of a cooling simulation of a single C5+ . The
sinusoidal oscillation (not resolved in the diagram) of the particle motion,
shown on the left, is damped exponentially. The same happens to the axial
component Ek,z of the kinetic energy, plotted in the logarithmic plot on the
right. To better understand the picture, we recall that the total energy of the
particle being the sum of potential (Ep ) and kinetic (Ek ) energy, both oscillate
with a phase shift of π/2. The observation of the decay of one component is
6

To avoid confusion we remark that this is the only experimental data diagram we show
in this chapter. All pictures that follow present the results of our simulations.
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Figure 4.10: Simulated resonant resistive cooling of a single C5+ ion simulated with
the geometrical conditions of the trap described in [Häf03]. On the left, the axial
motion is plotted. The oscillation at ωz (not resolved here) is exponentially damped
and the axial component of the kinetic energy (on the right) decreases with τ = 134
µs. As expected, this is 1000 times faster than observed experimentally, due to the
use of a peak resistance 1000 times higher than the one used in the experiment.

suﬃcient and it is indicated by the slope of the maximum values of either Ek
or Ep over a period. In this as well as in the upcoming plots, the decay can be
seen as the slope of oscillation maxima.
The time constant extracted from the simulation is τ = 134 µs, i.e. three
orders of magnitude smaller than in the experiment. Scaling inversely with the
1000-fold increased resistance value, experiment and simulation agree perfectly
with each other. Systematic variation of the resistance showed the expected
dependence between τs and R as given in Eq. (4.19).
Simulation of the cloud of 30 ions yields a striking result. Figure 4.11
shows both the CM kinetic energy and the mean total Ek . The qualitative
agreement with the experimental slope shown in Fig. 4.9 is evident, as fast
damping, plateau and slow tail are visible in the mean energy plot. We have
seen in Sec. 4.2.3 that the cooling time constant of the CM motion should be
equal to the one of the single particle. Unfortunately, the amplitude of the
CM oscillation (even for an undamped motion) is modulated and this makes
the determination of τCM very ambiguous. The CM plot gives nonetheless an
unexpected information: although most of the CM energy has been damped
in the ﬁrst part (t  50 ms) and no cooling takes place in the plateau (t  548
ms), there is still another fast decrease at t ≈ 548 ms followed by a slow
decrease of the energy (the cooling tail) for t  550 ms. slow tail sets in
after the stationary part. This agrees only fairly with the explanation given
above for the experimental result and suggests the presence of a more complex
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Figure 4.11: Simulated cooling of thirty C5+ ions with an RLC circuit. Peak resistance R=1010 Ω is 3 orders of magnitude higher than in the experiment. The
upper diagram shows the evolution of the axial component of the center-of-mass
kinetic energy Ek,CM . The lower diagram shows the total axial kinetic energy Ek
per particle (mean kinetic energy).

phenomenon.
For the interpretation of this feature it is helpful to look at the Fourier
transform of the image current which gives the frequency information on the
detected signal. The frequency spectra of Fig. 4.12 have been taken at the
start (t = 0) and the end of the simulation (t = 1 s). At the beginning
the broad energy distribution of the ions makes the spectrum very noisy: the
frequency spread is large and ωz (theoretically at 800 kHz) hardly identiﬁable
in a broader and shifted peak. Cooling has two eﬀects which are visible from
the spectrum taken at t = 1 s. The ﬁrst is a decreasing signal amplitude, since
part of the ion energy has been dissipated and the image current is reduced.
The second is a much clearer and sharper spectrum where the peak broadening
is strongly reduced and the CM axial frequency frequency at ωz = 800 kHz and
its higher harmonics become clearly visible. The asymmetric coupling renders
visible the even harmonics, too. Notice that the second and third harmonic are
very strong, indicating the presence of anharmonic components in the power
dissipation (either due to nonlinearities in the ion-image current relation or to
anharmonicities of the high-amplitude ion oscillations). Other frequencies are
also present and are candidates for other plasma modes, i.e. non-CM motions.
The reason for this evolution can be better understood by looking at a
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Figure 4.12: Frequency spectrum of the current induced by the axial motion of a
cloud of thirty C5+ ions before and after cooling for 1 second. The axial frequency
ωz and several higher harmonics are indicated.

spectrogram where the frequency spectrum is plotted versus time. The most
signiﬁcant part is depicted in Fig. 4.13 recorded in the time window of the
energy jump (indicated in yellow in Fig. 4.11), between 0.54 and 0.56 s. Since
the peak resistance of the RLC circuit is at the theoretical value of ωz , the
feedback signal is maximum for the ions whose oscillation is close to that
frequency and forces all ions towards the same frequency. The initial frequency
distribution is progressively shifted and narrowed until there is only a sharp
peak at the optimum axial eigenfrequency ωz = ωRLC . This eﬀect is most
easily noticed at the higher harmonics, where it looks magniﬁed. The fast
decrease in energy takes place at t = 547.6 ms, at the end of this frequency
rearrangement. Afterwards the frequencies do not change further. The only
variation is in the intensity of the signal which is damped with a cooling time
constant τtail ≈ 0.52 s.
Summarizing, we can interpret the plateau as a region where the main
process is the reorganization of the ion motion under the eﬀect of cooling.
This reduces their axial frequency broadening after which further cooling can
take place, both for the CM and the internal motions.
As a ﬁnal remark notice that the time constant of the tail resulting from the
simulation (0.52 s) is just ten times smaller than the experimental value (5.2
s) while the peak resistance was increased in the simulation by three orders
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Figure 4.13: Frequency spectrum of thirty C5+ ions during cooling in a Penning
trap as a function of time for 0.54 ≤ t ≤ 0.56 ms, i.e. the time interval indicated in
yellow in Fig. 4.11. The time t = 547.6 s of the fast energy decrease at the end of
the plateau is indicated by the red dashed line.

of magnitude. The cooling tail sets in at t ≈ 0.5 s against the 10 s of the
experiment shown in Fig. 4.9, i.e. only 20 times faster than in reality. This
indicates a very limited inﬂuence of the peak resistance value on the cooling
of the non-CM motions.

4.3.3

Systematic studies on the C5+ trap

In this Section the scaling of resistive cooling will be investigated in order to
obtain estimates for experimental conditions, i.e. when large ion ensembles
are cooled by the use of a real tank circuit of limited peak resistance. We also
address the inﬂuence on cooling when ions with diﬀerent m/q are present in
the cloud. All simulations start with ion clouds that have a mean axial kinetic
energy in the order of 10 eV. This is the initial energy for the ion clouds
of both the Mainz experiment (our starting point for these studies) and the
Cooler Trap after the electron cooling is stopped.
Scaling of cooling with the number of particles
The number of possible internal modes and, accordingly, the energy stored
in non-CM motions increase with the number of particles in the cloud. The
cooling time of the slow tail τtail becomes then more and more important and,
intuitively, the proportionality between dissipated power and remaining kinetic
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Figure 4.14: Simulated cooling of the axial kinetic energy of diﬀerent numbers of
C5+ ions with an RLC circuit. Although hardly visible due to the initial fast cooling
of the CM motion, the initial energy of all samples is about 10 eV.

energy deviates stronger and stronger from linearity making direct theoretical
estimates impossible. Simulations of N = 30÷900C5+ ions stored in the Mainz
trap have been performed using always an RLC tank with a peak resistance
of 1010 MΩ. The total simulation time was limited to 1 ÷ 2 s.
As it can be seen in the Fig. 4.14, showing the mean axial kinetic energy
per particle versus time, Ek decreases slower with increasing number N of
particles. Moreover, the plateau gets shorter and the fast decay at the end
of the plateau, very evident for low numbers of ions, disappears completely
for more than ∼ 100 ions. The CM energy shows the same behaviour. These
features can be once again explained with the help of frequency spectra of
Fig. 4.15, where initial and ﬁnal spectra of the image current induced by 300
ions are plotted. These present qualitatively the same features as the simulation with 30 particles: an initially broad distribution of frequencies (more
and more smeared with increasing N) which collapses to ωz and its higher
harmonics when progressively cooled (again with some additional frequencies
attributed to collective modes). The disappearance of the plateau and of the
following steep energy decrease for N ≥ 300 can be explained as an eﬀect of
slower cooling where the more gradual narrowing of the frequency distribution
corresponds to a reduced and more continuous energy loss. This explains also
why the tail sets in at an increasing energy value for increasing N. Notice that
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Figure 4.15: Frequency spectrum of the current induced by the axial motion of a
cloud of 300 C5+ ions before and after cooling for 1 s.

for low number of C5+ ions (see curve for N = 10 in Fig. 4.14), the cooling
curve ions shows some clearly resolved additional energy jumps in the ﬁrst
part (t ≤ 133 ms), interpreted as the shifts of individual or part of the ions
towards ωz .
Table 4.1: Cooling time constant τtail of the slow tail as a function of ion number
for clouds of C5+ ions cooled by an RLC circuit.

Ion number
30
60
150
300
900

τtail [s]
0.52
0.92
2.30
3.13
4.33

Despite the disappearance of the plateau and of the following fast energy
decrease, the tail can be still be identiﬁed and its time constant τtail determined. Indeed we can deﬁne the tail as the part where no CM energy is
dissipated anymore. An exponential ﬁt of the energy slope yields then τtail .
τtail versus the particle number N is reported in Table 4.1 and in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Cooling time τtail as a function of the number of C5+ ions conﬁned in
a cylindrical Penning trap and cooled by a tank circuit of peak resistance 1010 Ω.

Although τtail is always larger than the single-particle time constant, the data
clearly show that the growth of τtail with N is much slower than a simple linear
proportionality. Given the absence analytical predictions so far for the cooling
of ion clouds, this result is of great importance: it suggests indeed that cooling
of large clouds might be possible without having to face unacceptably long
cooling times. The complexity of the relationship between the motion of many
ions and the cooling force makes it impossible to ﬁt the data based on a thorough physical basis. To get an indication
M fori higher N we have nevertheless
made polynomial ﬁts of the type N = i=0 τ trying to minimize the norm of
residuals (quadratic deviations). As expected, high-degree polynomials (fourth
and ﬁfth degree7 , for the six data points) give the best ﬁts with τtail ∼ N 1/5 or
∼ N 1/4 . The extrapolation from 900 to 105 particles yields a cooling constant
between 12 s (for τ ∼ N 1/5 ) and 14.5 s (for τ ∼ N 1/4 ).
The severe frequency broadening seen in the spectra (see Fig. 4.12 and 4.15)
suggest the investigation of resistive cooling with a broadband tank circuit. As
an extreme case, we have simulated cooling with a resistance of 1010 Ω and
inﬁnite bandwidth, i.e. an ohmic resistance (see Fig. 4.17). As expected, the
resistive cooling is much more eﬃcient: the initial fast damping is immediately
followed by a tail (for t  0.1 ÷ 0.2 s) without the appearance of the intermediate plateau either in the CM or in the total axial kinetic energy. The tails
in the logarithmic plot of Fig. 4.17 show a complicated damping that cannot
be ﬁtted by a simple exponential with only one decay time. The varying slope
7

Obviously the maximum polynomial degree M is one unity lower than the number of
data points. Considering τtail = 0 for N = 1, we have six data points.
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Figure 4.17: Cooling of diﬀerent numbers of C5+ ions with an ohmic resistance
R = 1010 Ω.

of the tail is not fully understood. The quasi-exponential part from 0.2 s to 1
s yields time constants of 0.65, 1.74 and 1.99 s for 30, 300 and 3000 ions, respectively. Comparing these values with those given in Table 4.1 for the RLC
cooling, we notice that for high numbers of particles the cooling is faster which
we interpret as more eﬃcient damping of the frequency spectrum. Indeed the
spectrogram of the image current induced by 3000 particles (Fig. 4.18) conﬁrms the fast narrowing and shifting of the induced signals towards ωz . After
about 0.1 s of cooling the tail sets in and only ωz together with its higher
harmonics is clearly visible.
As the number of ions increases, the space charge becomes signiﬁcant and
two eﬀects are observed: ﬁrst, a shift of ωz from the theoretical value of 800
kHz down to 790 kHz for N = 3000, second, the strong axial energy cooling
results in a reduced axial extension of the cloud and therefore in an increased
space charge. This causes a radial expansion of the ellipsoidal cloud. A sample
of N = 3000 with an initial length L = 4.5 mm and radius R = 0.25 mm is
axially compressed to L = 2 mm and radially enlarged to R = 1 mm after 2 s
of cooling.
Scaling of cooling with the external resistance
Obviously am ohmic resistance of 10 GΩ is not achievable in reality. A further
investigation addressed the dependence of the cooling process on the value of
the ohmic R. Simulation of 30 ions showed that the decrease in R aﬀects
severely the initial phase of the cooling process, as expected from the theory.
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Figure 4.18: Frequency spectrum of the axial motion of 3000 C5+ ions in a Penning
trap as a function of time. The cloud is cooled by a pure resistance of 1010 Ω.

The waiting time before the tail sets in is consequently increased with lower
R. Figure 4.19 shows clearly this feature. Notice that for R = 107 Ω the initial
cooling is so long that no tail can be observed. For higher R the tail becomes
visible and a very weak dependence on R of the tail slope itself is observed.
Table 4.2 list τtail for R = 108 ÷ 1010 showing a time constant variation of
Table 4.2: Dependence of τtail on the resistance of the dissipating circuit. Data for
30 C5+ ions and ohmic resistances. τtail is calculated over a time interval of about 1
s.

R [Ω]
108
109
1010

τtail [s]
0.93
0.84
0.65

a factor 4 over an R spanning two orders of magnitude. Extrapolation to
107 and 106 Ω yields cooling times for the tail about 1 to 3 s and 2 to 10 s,
respectively. However, as we discussed above, the slope of the tail has not a
constant exponential decrease as later cooling seems to proceed faster. We can
anyway draw the qualitative conclusion that a broadband tank circuit may
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Figure 4.19: Cooling of thirty C5+ ions in a Penning trap by use of diﬀerent ohmic
resistances.

have beneﬁcial eﬀects despite the lower peak resistance.
Inﬂuence of contaminants
We have mentioned in Sec. 4.2.3 that an additional improvement in terms
of cooling speed could come from the presence of contaminants like partially
recombined ions. Ions of diﬀerent m/q have diﬀerent oscillation frequencies and
the center of mass does not coincide anymore with the center of charge. The
result is easily understandable for the case of the damping of two particles.
If their initial energy and position is the same but they move in opposite
directions, two equal particles have no CM motion and no induced current
would be detected with a symmetric coupling. If the particles have a diﬀerent
m/q, their relative phase will change in time and a current is detected leading
to a damping of both the CM and relative motion. The strength of the eﬀect
increases nonlinearly with the diﬀerence in the mass-to-charge ratios of the
two species [Tho08]. However, a real tank circuit has a ﬁnite bandwidth and
frequencies too far from the resonance are poorly cooled. This might reduce
the inﬂuence of contaminants.
We simulated a sample of 300 ion with C5+ as main component and a 10 ÷
20% admixture of N5+ with a mass of 13 amu. We used a diﬀerent mass instead
of a diﬀerent charge state of C just for convenience of our PIC code since m/q
is the decisive factor. Unfortunately, our results are not conclusive. This is
evident from Figure 4.20 which shows a comparison between the evolution of
the mean axial kinetic energy of two clouds of 300 particles cooled by an RLC
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Figure 4.20: Mean kinetic energy of a pure and contaminated ion sample. The blue
curve refers to 300 C5+ and the red one to a mixture of 240 C5+ with 60 N5+ ions.

circuit with peak resistance of 1010 Ω and same Q-factor as used throughout
all our systematic investigations. The blue curve refers to 300 C5+ ions and the
red one to a mixture of 240 C5+ with 60 N5+ ions. The slopes are qualitatively
not very diﬀerent and the cooling times of the tail diﬀer by 25% only. The
energy of the mixture exhibits larger oscillations due to the periodic exchange
between the degrees of freedom.
The mean kinetic energies of the two fractions in the mixture (not shown)
also follow the same behaviour, in particular the mean Ek of the C5+ ions,
being the dominant part, is almost identical to the energy of the mixture.
The spectrum of the induced image current after two seconds of cooling8 ,
reproduced in Fig. 4.21, shows the additional peak at the axial frequency
ωz = 2π·762 kHz of N5+ . Notice that the N5+ peak is stronger since the species
was cooled less eﬀectively with its frequency falling outside of the bandwidth
of the tank circuit. A further very strong peak appears at 381 kHz which we
interpret as an internal mode and whose strength comes from the presence of
two species. Higher harmonics of all peaks are visible.
To summarize, this simulation shows no evident beneﬁt of the presence of
contaminants. The reason is the limited bandwidth of the RLC circuit. An
accurate description of the phenomenon would require extensive systematic
studies to clarify the dependence of the cooling process on the diﬀerence in
8

The initial spectrum is very blurry and practically identical to the one of 300 C5+ shown
in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.21: Spectrum of the image current induced by a two-species sample consisting of 240 C5+ and 60 N5+ ions. The axial frequencies of both C5+ and N5+ are
visible at 803 and 762 kHz, respectively, and also their higher harmonics. A strong
peak, presumably an internal mode, appears at 381 kHz.

m/q, relative fractions of the two species and bandwidth of the cooling circuit.
The eﬀects of the variation of these parameters are closely intertwined.
Conclusions on the systematic studies
Summarizing our studies on C5+ , we have demonstrated the qualitative reproducibility of the Mainz g-factor experiment and interpreted the trend of
the energy loss showing the tight relationship between the cooling process, the
frequency spectrum and the dissipation mechanism. We have extended our investigations to the scalings of the cooling power in the low-energy tail with the
number of particles and the characteristics of the cooling circuit. They have
been shown to be highly nonlinear. Qualitatively, the nonlinearity is a positive
feature as the increase of the cooling time is not proportional to those parameters. We can draw some preliminary conclusions. Cooling times of some tens
of seconds can be expected for a cloud of 105 ions if the peak resistance is in
the order of 107 Ω and the bandwidth of the tank circuit is broad enough to
cover the axial frequency spread. Experimental investigations are nevertheless
essential to ﬁnd the optimal compromise.
Furthermore, we have addressed the possible inﬂuence of contaminants in
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the ion sample but the additional complexity of the process demands more
systematic studies to draw deﬁnitive conclusions.

4.3.4

Simulations on the HITRAP Cooler Trap

In this Section, simulations on HCI stored in the Cooler Trap are discussed.
The purpose is to prove qualitatively and quantitatively the feasibility of resistive cooling in the Cooler Trap as well as getting information on its optimal
parameters.
Single-particle cooling
The resistive cooling of highly charged ions in the Cooler Trap will be done
in a nested trap created by ﬁve electrodes in the center of the stack. The
simulations are performed in this environment and take into account U92+ ions
in a potential well of 100 V. This yields an axial frequency ωz = 2π · 383.15
kHz. As we have seen in the previous Sections, the cooling of a single particle
is well understood and reproduced by simulations. For a U92+ ion with a
kinetic energy of 10 eV and in resonance with an RLC of peak resistance 1010
Ω the cooling time constant is τs = 328 µs or 651 µs when a symmetric or
asymmetric coupling are used, respectively. The pick-up electrodes are the
so-called correction electrodes, i.e. the ones adjacent to the central ring. The
symmetric coupling has the advantage of doubling the detected current which
consequently halves the cooling time of a single particle as well as of the CM
of a larger ensemble. Symmetric coupling was therefore initially chosen for the
Cooler Trap. In the following we will discuss the opportunity of this choice,
whose disadvantage is the insensitivity to axially-symmetric modes when more
than one particle is stored.
Space charge eﬀects
Moving to N  1, the space charge strongly inﬂuences the properties of the
ion cloud determining its phase-space equilibrium conﬁguration as well as frequency broadening and shifts. These must be accounted for in resonant detection and cooling. Table 4.3 shows the dependence of the mean axial frequency
broadening versus the number of particles for a column with a radius of 1 mm
at an energy of some 10 eV as it will be the end of the electron cooling phase.
With increasing number of particles N, the distortion of the harmonic potential causes a frequency spread ∆ω of the axial frequency ωz of a single particle
and a decreasing mean value ω z . These can be at least partially compensated
by proper adjustment of the voltage applied to the correction electrodes adjacent to the central ring. The space charge would also be reduced if a the radius
of the cloud were increased. Another possibility is the use of a lower trapping
potential, resulting in a more elongated cloud. However, this conﬂicts with
constructive issues for the inductive coil of the RLC circuit whose resonant
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Table 4.3: Axial frequency shifts as a function of particle number N. The mean axial
frequency, which appears shifted from the sincle-particle eigenvalue 383.15 kHz, is
indicated by ω z . ∆ωz /ωz indicates the maximum deviation from the mean value in
the distribution and σ(ωz ) the standard deviation..

N
103
104
105

ω z
∆ωz /ωz
379.72 KHz 8.95 · 10−3
374.91 KHz 2.15 · 10−2
362.05 KHz 5.51 · 10−2

σ(ωz )
1.77 kHz
6.93 kHz
24.70 kHz

frequency should be lowered accordingly to match the smaller ωz . Possible
solutions are presently investigated.
Another design parameter inﬂuenced by trapping potential and space charge
is the choice of the pick-up electrodes. The maximum possible detection efﬁciency is obviously desired. The pick-ups should therefore be as close as
possible to the cloud. But as it could be noticed from Fig. 4.6, for an eﬃcient
cooling, all ions should have an amplitude not larger than the axial position of
the center of the pick-up electrodes. Ions outside this region are pushed further
away by the feedback from the center of the potential well. In other words,
the feedback has a heating instead of a cooling eﬀect on the motion of these
ions. All electrodes were designed with a length of 17 mm and the interelectrode spacing is 2 mm. Therefore, in order to use the correction electrodes as
pick-ups, the axial extension of the cloud must be smaller than 38 mm. This
requirement is well matched when the cloud of U92+ ions at 10 eV is trapped
by a potential of 100 V which yields a cloud length of about 20 mm. If a much
lower trapping voltage is used, it might be necessary to use electrodes placed
further away from the trap center as pickups.
Space charge will inﬂuence the dynamics of 105 particles during the whole
cooling process down to the envisaged low energy of 4 K, corresponding to
∼ 0.35 meV. Since a full simulation of the cooling process reproducing the
real experimental conditions is prohibitive we have created and analyzed U92+
samples at energies of 10 eV and below. Indeed, assuming a slow enough
cooling process, the evolution of the cloud can be approximated by a succession of equilibrium states and as a consequence the cooling mechanism is not
relevant for the properties of the ensemble. Therefore we implemented a socalled generic cooling or Langevin cooling routine in the PIC code to produce
equilibrium distributions at the desired energies. This routine introduces in
the equations of motion a velocity-proportional damping constant λ, a friction
term, typical of buﬀer-gas cooling for instance. A random term f (t) is added
to simulate thermal noise. We obtain a modiﬁed equation of motion
m



dvi
 (ri ) + vi × B
 − λvi + f
= qe E
dt

(4.26)
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Table 4.4: Cloud properties at diﬀerent mean energies. The length L, the radius R,
the density n and the axial frequency of the CM motion, all aﬀected by the space
charge, are listed as a function of the mean axial kinetic energy Ek .

Mean Ek [eV]
10
1
0.1
0.01

L [mm]
18
15
14
13

R [mm]
1
1
1.1
1.2

n [cm−3 ]
2.13 · 106
2.84 · 106
2.43 · 106
2.40 · 106

ωz,CM
356.0
354.6
354.3
354.0

for the i-th particle, called Langevin equation [Cof04]. It can be demonstrated
that the solution of this equation results in a Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium
where the mean energy of the sample depends on the amplitude of the damping
and of the random term. Implementing this function in the code we obtained
stable ion clouds at the energies reported in Table 4.4. The length L of the
cloud reduces with decreasing energy although the contraction is rather limited
as the space charge tends to ﬂatten the bottom potential (as seen already in
Fig. 3.15). Together with the axial length reduction we observe a slight radial
expansion. The density stays roughly constant at 2.5·106 cm−3 . The table also
indicates the CM axial frequency whose value is further down-shifted by space
charge eﬀects. As the mean kinetic energy reaches below 10 meV, Coulomb
interactions will play an increasing role and the formation of a Coulomb crystal
might take place9 [Gil88]. The occurrence of such a phenomenon is predicted
by the coupling parameter Γ which is a ratio between the Coulomb interaction
and the thermal energy of the ensemble. It is deﬁned as

Γ=

q2
4πεoaE

(4.27)

where q is the charge of the ions in Coulomb, n the density of particles, εo
the dielectric constant, E the mean energy and a = [3/ (4πn)](1/3) (WignerSeitz radius). A Coulomb crystal is observed when Γ  178. As Fig. 4.22
shows, the transition to a crystalline structure should appear around 1.5 meV,
corresponding to 17.5 K, for a U92+ ion density about 2.5 · 106 cm−3 . As far
as cooling is concerned, the creation of a crystal has to be avoided, since the
normal mode frequencies of the cloud will disappear to be replaced by the
intrinsic vibration modes of the crystal and further energy dissipation might
be more diﬃcult.
9

The reader should remind that PIC simulations using mean ﬁelds cannot reproduce such
states since the full molecular dynamics should be calculated.
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Figure 4.22: Coupling parameter Γ as a function of cloud energy for a cloud of 105
U92+ ions with a density of 2.5 · 106 cm−3 (blue line). The intersection between the
dashed-dotted lines indicates the aproximate point of the transition to a Coulomb
crystal at Γ ≈ 178, Ek ≈ 1.5 meV.

Simulations on the cooling of a U92+ cloud
The systematic studies presented for the C5+ trap made clear that it is not
straightforward to draw quantitative conclusions on the feasibility of resistive
cooling under the realistic conditions. Nevertheless we have performed simulations for the case of U92+ stored in the Cooler Trap of the HITRAP facility
in order to obtain criteria for the design of this trap.
First some simulations concerned the study of ion samples with diﬀerent
energy contents stored essentially in the non-CM motions in order to get an
indication of the damping rate of the tail. We have already shown that the CM
cooling is rather fast and well explained but the critical point is the cooling of
the low-energy tail. Distributions of 50 U92+ ions with no CM energy contents
were created. The mean initial Ek (Gaussian-distributed) was 20, 4 and 0.1
eV. The cooling was performed by a symmetrically-coupled tank circuit with a
peak resistance of 1010 Ω and the same bandwidth expected for the real Cooler
Trap RLC.
Figure 4.23 shows the damping of the distribution with mean Ek = 20 eV.
In absence of CM energy to dissipate, only the slow tail appears with a τtail
about 1.3 s. Simulations with lower initial mean energy gave τtail between 1.5
and 2.1 s. For comparison the cooling of a sample with mean initial Ek and
with identical parameters but asymmetric coupling was simulated yielding a
τtail ≈ 3.7 s. The slower cooling is not surprising: the reason is the lower
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detected current with this coupling scheme.
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Figure 4.23: Resistive cooling of a cloud of 50 U92+ with a tank circuit of 1010 Ω
peak resistance. The study was performed in absence of CM energy to observe only
the cooling of the tail whose time constant is about 1.3 s.

As for C5+ , a simulation with an ohmic resistance was performed to give
complementary information. A cloud of 105 U92+ ions with mean kinetic energy about 10 eV and non-zero CM energy was used. Since the systematic
simulations on C5+ proved the weak dependence of τtail on R, for this simulation we chose R= 2 · 107 Ω. This is approximately the peak value estimated
for the real RLC circuit and therefore the simulation parameters are closer
to what is attainable in reality. Figure 4.24 shows a trend qualitatively very
similar to what observed for the Mainz g-factor trap. The most striking result is a τtail ≈ 3.7 s. If compared to the numbers obtained for the cooling
of just thirty C5+ ions with an ohmic resistance (see Table 4.2) this value
is relatively modest. The frequency spectrum of the induced image current
reveals again an evident initial line broadening which will result in a slower
cooling when a a real RLC dissipative circuit is used. Once again the optimal
compromise between a lower peak resistance and an enhanced bandwidth will
require experimental tests.
Conclusions on resistive cooling
Our studies on resistive cooling in Penning traps show that reaching the meV
and sub-meV energy range is possible for the cooling of U92+ in the HITRAP
Cooler Trap, although the process is too slow to be performed in 10 s, i.e. the
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Figure 4.24: Resistive cooling of a cloud of 105 U92+ . The ensemble is cooled by an
ohmic resistance of 107 Ω. The low-energy tail (with τtail ≈ 3.7 s) sets in after the
ﬁrst rapid loss of CM energy, which is accomplished in 0.1 s circa.
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Figure 4.25: Frequency spectrum of the image current induced by a cloud of 105
U92+ during resistive cooling by a symmetrically coupled ohmic resistance. The
spectrum refers to the simulated cooling process shown in Fig. 4.24.
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rate at which ions can be decelerated, cooled and ejected out of the storage
ring and fed to the HITRAP facility. Depending on the characteristics of the
ion cloud (namely the eﬀects of energy distribution and space charge) as well
as of the cooling circuit, we can expect cooling time constants in the order of
several tens of seconds. Nevertheless, the examples show that the mechanism
is working and provide signiﬁcant input for an optimal design. For instance, we
have shown that despite the lower peak resistance a broadband RLC could be
advantageous for cooling of ion clouds dominated by space charge. Similarly,
we have evidenced that an asymmetric coupling is sensitive to the symmetric
modes of the cloud and its enhanced diagnostics possibilities would be of great
advantage even at the expense of less cooling power. If the bandwidth of the
cooling circuit were large enough, one could also gain in cooling power due to
the otherwise impossible cooling of symmetric modes. Nevertheless we point
out that the optimization must necessarily be accompanied by experimental
tests.

Chapter 5
Technical design and
commissioning
The Cooler Trap complexity presents a series of challenging technical requirements with regards to space limitations, cryogenic conditions and mechanically
as well as electrically accurate speciﬁcations. This chapter discusses those issues and presents the unique solutions that have been developed. The construction is in an advanced stage: the electrode stack is machined as well as the
box for cryogenic electronics and the cabling connection system. The magnet
has been set up and tested. Power supplies are available. Therefore we will
also summarize the tests performed with the parts already available at GSI.

5.1

Trap vacuum

Storage of highly charged ions for several seconds in the trap demands very
stringent ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. Since it cannot be measured
directly within the environment of a Penning trap, the pressure is generally
estimated from the storage time, which is limited by charge exchange with
the residual gas. Pressures in the order of 10−16 mbar have been reached in
precision traps built and operated in Mainz [Häf03], where lifetimes of longer
than a year have been achieved. This vacuum standard is more diﬃcult to reach
in the Cooler Trap. First of all the bigger volume implies a larger outgassing
surface. Second and most important, in contrast with the Mainz precision traps
the Cooler Trap is an open set-up communicating with the warm environment
of the adjacent beamlines. For the use of the trap as cooling device, with a
storage time limited to seconds or minutes, on the basis of charge-exchange
cross section calculations (see Chapter 2, where the same argumentations are
worked out for the Low-Energy and Vertical beamlines) we require a pressure
better than 10−13 mbar at least, for which losses below 10−3 (i.e. negligible if
compared to electron-ion recombination) can be expected during a complete
cooling cycle. In the future, a more ambitious goal would be to store the
ion sample as long as possible and to deliver it to the experiments whenever
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the pressure in the HITRAP line from the exit of the RFQ to
the Vertical Beamline (horizontal part only, up to the ﬁrst diagnostic chamber. See
also Fig. 2.15). The pressure was calculated with a concentrated parameter model
based on the electrical analogy. Letters indicate the vacuum vessels. Numbers
indicate the position where, setting a pumping speed and/or an outgassing source,
the pressure is calculated. Given the pressures at number (1) (Radio Frequency
Quadrupole) and (5) (desired value for the Cooler Trap), the pressure in each volume
is determined depending on the geometry of the diaphragms. All pressures in mbar,
all diameters in mm.

demanded. A better vacuum might be necessary, but in such a large set-up,
accurate predictions on the sample lifetime during longer storage are hard to
obtain and experimental observations will be needed.
This requirement consequently aﬀects the volumes close to the trap. As
we have discussed in Sec. 2.4.3, charge exchange calculations have shown that
a pressure ≤ 10−10 mbar is also necessary in the long Vertical Beamline to
preserve the highly charged sample. Nevertheless the RFQ will operate in a
pressure regime not better than some 10−8 , hence multiple diﬀerential pumping
stages will be necessary on the upstream side. In addition to the diaphragms
represented by endcap electrodes EC1 and EC2, two barriers are located in the
LEBT line (see Sec. 2.4.1). The results of a calculation based on the formal
analogy between hydraulic and electrical circuits [Ber92, Laf98] are illustrated
in Fig. 5.1. In the electrical analogy, the set of pipes and pumps is replaced by
a concentrated parameter model where each vacuum volume is represented by
a conductor with a speciﬁc resistance, gas ﬂows (i.e. outgassing and pumps)
are equal to currents and pressures to potentials. Given the pressure of in the
RFQ and the desired vacuum in the trap, it is possible to determine the necessary pressure in all vessels and the pumping speed of the pumps. The diameter
of the diaphragms can therefore be optimized. The calculation was performed
taking into account ﬂow of diﬀerent species, as water, air and hydrogen and
realistic pumping elements (see next paragraph). The sketch shows the pressure achieved in the diﬀerent sections from the RFQ to the Cooler Trap and
demonstrates that it is possible to match the required 10−13 mbar.
The attainable pumping speed is deﬁned by the maximum conductance of
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the beamline vessels, whose diameter is 150 mm at most. In these conditions,
the speed cannot exceed 300 l/s. Therefore turbopumps with this pumping
speed will be placed at the ports located on the ﬂanges at each side of the
magnet and another one is installed at the beginning of the LEBT line. Two
ion-getter devices are mounted on the two vessels that house the LEBT Einzel
lenses (see also 2.4.1). The cryogenic temperature in the trap environment is
also instrumental in achieving a low partial pressure for most of the residual gas
species, as the described calculations also conﬁrm. The most critical species
are those with light mass (H2 , He), for which the partial pressures are highest.

5.2
5.2.1

Mechanical design
The superconducting magnet

Conventional or permanent magnets cannot provide the 6-Tesla ﬁeld strength
required to conﬁne highly charged ions, therefore the Cooler Trap is enclosed
within a custom-built superconducting machine purchased from the company
CRYOGENIC. The magnet has a cold bore and is built using cryogen-free technology, i.e. the inner bore of the magnet is at cryogenic temperature and there
is no ﬂow of liquid helium around the superconducting coils. Refrigeration of
a cold head occurs by expansion of high-pressure He in a Giﬀord-McMahon
cycle [Gif65], driven by a SUMITOMO compressor with a speciﬁed capacity
Q̇=1.5 W at 4.2 K. Thermal contact of the cold head with the internal structure of the magnet ensures eﬃcient removal of the heat load. Pre-cooling by
ﬂow of liquid N2 in a dedicated loop is exploited to speed up the cool-down
phase. Temperature-wise, the volume is divided in two stages. In the ﬁrst one
the transition from room temperature to 30 ÷ 90 K (depending on the heat
load) is accomplished, while the inner part, separated by a metallic shield,
reaches the lowest temperature, i.e. about 4 K. An actual heat load of 0.65
W could be inferred from the second-stage temperature of 3.5 K reached in
the tests at CRYOGENIC [Mit08]. The trap stack is inserted in the inner
bore (150 mm diameter) of the magnet, which is adjustable with respect to
the magnetic ﬁeld axis (see Fig. 5.2 and 5.3). Due to the thermal contact with
the cold bore, the trap is maintained at low temperature without any separate
cooling system.
The setup is passively shielded by a massive iron structure with a length
of 1635 mm and outer diameter of 935 mm, so that the magnetic ﬁeld is
suppressed outside the region of interest. Figure 5.4a shows that at the axial
distance of 1 m from the trap center the ﬁeld on the axis is ≈ 0.6 mT. The
homogeneity of the magnetic ﬁeld, which we can estimate from ∆B/B with
∆B deviation from the mean value of B, is crucial for stable conﬁnement
and for exploiting resonant manipulation of the ions’ eigenfrequencies. We
took as a reference a similar setup, i.e. the MUSASHI-ASACUSA antiproton
trap at CERN. In their case a maximum inhomogeneity ∆B/B ≤ ±5 · 10−3
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Figure 5.2: Schematics of the magnet. The magnet vacuum container (cryostat)
is enclosed within an iron shield and cooled by a helium compressor via thermal
contact with the cold head. The second-stage shield separates the volume where the
transition from room temperature to 30 ÷ 90 K is achieved (ﬁrst stage) from the
inner region where the magnet windings are placed and a temperature of about 4 K
is reached (second stage). The trap (not depicted) is inserted in the magnet inner
bore, which is also cold due to thermal contact. Adjustor rods are used to align the
bore with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld.

over a region extending for 10 mm in diameter and 1100 mm in length was
speciﬁed and successful operation was demonstrated [Kur05]. As a conservative
constraint we required a maximum inhomogeneity ∆B/B ≤ ±10−3 over a
volume of 10 mm in diameter and 400 mm in length, i.e. for a radial extension
equal to the maximum injection diameter and along the whole trap axis. This
guarantees a maximum B-ﬁeld dependent frequency shift ∆ω/ω ≤ ±10−3 , i.e.
within the bandwidth of the resonant detection circuits.
Two cycles comprising cool-down of the system (excluding the trap), magnet energization to nominal value and warm-up were successfully performed
in the ReInjection Tunnel, thus demonstrating reproducible and stable operation. Using liquid N2 pre-cooling for about 6 hours, the system was brought
to stationary conditions, i.e. to a temperature of the second stage around 4
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Figure 5.3: Three dimensional view of the magnet and trap system (longitudinal
cut). 1) Cold head. 2) Adjustment rods for alignment of the cold bore with the
magnetic ﬁeld. 3) Ports for liquid N2 pre-ﬂushing. 4) Iron shield. 5) Removable
lid for electrode stack insertion (on both sides). 6) Vacuum container (cryostat). 7)
Second-stage shield.

K, in about two and half days (see Fig. 5.5). Energization follows this scheme
(deenergization follows a qualitatively similar scheme in reverse order):
• Heating the superconducting switch, the electrical circuit of the magnet
coils is opened and coupled to the power supply;
• Ramp-up to the nominal current (112.2 A, corresponding to 6 T) begins (transient mode). Since the heat load increases with the circulating
current, the ramp rate is decreased stepwise according to Table 5.1;
Table 5.1: Ramp rate of the magnet.

Field range [B]
0÷3
3÷5
5÷6

Current range [A]
0 ÷ 56.1
56.1 ÷ 93.5
93.5 ÷ 112.2

Ramp rate [A/s]
0.0213
0.016
0.0104

• The switch heater is turned oﬀ so that the switch is brought into the
superconducting regime and the circuit is closed. Therefore the magnet
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Figure 5.4: Magnetic ﬁeld and inhomogeneity on the longitudinal axis. (a) The
calculated Bz is plotted as a function of the axial distance from the center. Outside
the trap region (i.e. on the right of the dashed red line at 200 mm from the center)
the ﬁeld rapidly decays to some Gauss. (b) The ﬁeld inhomogeneity along the axis,
measured over the whole trap length, is plotted. The maximum deviation ∆B from
the mean value B reaches ∆B/B = 0.17%. Data points are missing in a region
where the gradient is too high for the used NMR probe.
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Figure 5.5: Magnet cool-down and ﬁeld stability. On the left, the temperatures
of ﬁrst stage, second stage and of the cold bore are plotted versus time. A ﬁnal
temperature of ∼ 4 K is reached within less than three days. On the right, the
magnetic ﬁeld strength measured for six days after cool-down and energization. The
ﬁeld is stable: the decrease (3.78 · 10−5 T/h) is the expected ﬁeld decay.
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is in the so-called persistent mode, i.e. it is electrically disconnected from
the power supply and the current ﬂows without ohmic losses in the closed
loop. The power supply is maintained at the ﬁnal current value for safe
and quick reconnection at the moment of deenergization.
The stability of the ﬁeld was measured. The ﬁeld was stable over the whole
span of a week, with a linear decay of 3.78 · 10−5 T/h (ﬂux creep). This is the
expected value conﬁrmed by the manufacturer and it is supposed to reduce
with time. A measurement of the ﬁeld homogeneity with a NMR probe was
also performed. The inhomogeneity goes up to a maximum of 1.7 · 10−3 (see
Fig. 5.4b), that is well within the requirements. The magnet setup includes
an additional layer of shim coils for adjustment of the magnetic ﬁeld. The
homogeneity could be possibly improved by a proper setting of the current in
the shims, which were not used in the described tests.

5.2.2

The electrode stack

As discussed before, the physics of the Cooler Trap set demanding constraints
on its design, namely a length of 400 mm to catch the ion bunch (see Sec. 3.3).
On the other hand, a magnetic ﬁeld of 6 T with the speciﬁed high homogeneity
over such an extended region is a signiﬁcant expense. To contain the ﬁnancial
cost, one has to set a limit on the diameter of the cold bore. The compromise
choice of a 150-mm diameter bore, together with a length of 861 mm, puts
additional compelling demands on the technical design of the electrode stack,
which must be mounted outside and inserted as a whole in the bore. The main
issues can be summarized as follows:
• the abovementioned radial space limitations, namely the outer diameter
of 150 mm and the necessity to save space for the cryogenic electronics;
• manual accessibility (insertion and removal) within the narrow and long
magnet bore;
• electrical as well as vacuum insulation (implying also a careful choice of
materials) simultaneously with good thermal conductivity in order to get
fast and eﬃcient cooling to 4 K);
• extreme mechanical accuracy to avoid discharges or false contacts as well
as to achieve by default a good alignment.
The technical solution we have developed is based on the fundamental idea
of coupling each electrode to a stack holder via an insulating rod (see Fig. 5.6).
A groove is milled in a structure which is screwed into the bore itself. The
insertion and removal of the stack is perfomed by sliding it along this groove.
Figure 5.6 oﬀers a clear image of the mounting scheme. Each rod can be
inserted independently in a groove carved in the holder. The elements are
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Figure 5.6: Electrode stack holder. The sapphire stands connected to the electrodes
are inserted in the holding bar and ﬁrmly clipped by screwing in the lateral plates.
The holder is then slided along the groove of the counterpart, which is permanently
screwed into the cold bore.

then clipped together by screwing the lateral plates on each side of the holder.
The assembly is then slided along the longitudinal groove of its counterpart,
which is permanently attached to the cold bore (not shown in the picture). A
technical drawing of the complete assembly is portrayed in Fig. 5.7.
The coupling of the rod with the electrode is done in a similar way: the rod
is inserted in a groove of the electrode (see Fig. 5.8) and clipped on both sides
by plates screwed in the electrode body. All electrodes and the stack holder
have been machined in the GSI workshop. In order to get the lowest possible magnetic susceptibility, they are made of oxygen-free high conductivity
(OFHC) copper. They will be gold-plated to prevent oxidation. As insulating
material we have chosen sapphire, i.e. Al2 O3 in crystalline form and 99.999%
pure, which guarantees a good thermal conductivity while being an electrical
insulator (see Table 5.3). The sapphire rods’ elongated shape (36x8x8 mm)
leaves a large amount of free space around the electrodes. The rather large
outer diameter of the electrodes (69 mm) was chosen for providing a good
coupling with the sapphire rod, which both secures good thermal contact and
minimizes misalignments. The eﬀect is enhanced at low temperature, where
thermal shrinking signiﬁcantly aﬀects the copper electrode but not the sapphire stand. Repeated immersions of a prototype in liquid N2 have shown
that the connection is stable and cool-down/warm-up cycling does not create
deformation or loosening problems. Holes are milled in the electrode body to
reduce the weight.
Coupling regions must satisfy narrower tolerances than the usual ±0.1 mm
to ensure good thermal contact. The same holds as far as surface polishing,
edge smoothening and cleanliness are concerned. All tolerances regarding the
coupling regions and the surfaces of facing electrodes are set to 10 µm. We have
mentioned before (see 3.3.1) that electric ﬁeld distortions due to misalignments
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Figure 5.7: Technical drawing of the trap stack. The inner electrodes (1 ÷ 21) have
the same length (17 mm) and inner radius (17.5 mm). The outer radius of electrodes
1 ÷ 8 is reduced to make space for the electronics box. Endcaps (EC1, EC2) have an
extended length and smaller diameter for eﬀective trapping and diﬀerential pumping.
Vacuum caps (see Fig. 5.10 and Table 5.2) screwed on the outer face of EC1, EC2
act as diﬀerential pumping barriers. Grounded outer electrodes (GND1, GND2)
deﬁne the electric ﬁeld outside the trap. All dimensions in mm.
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5.9

Figure
5.8

(grounded) outer electrode deﬁning the
electric ﬁeld outside the trap

5.8

5.9

5.12

5.11

5.8

vacuum cap, screwed to EC1, EC2
(electrically insulated)

eightfold-split inner electrode for azimuthal detection and excitation, rotating wall compression
twofold-split inner electrode for azimuthal detection, resonant coupling of
axial and radial motions
endcap electrode for bunch trapping

modiﬁed inner electrode with reduced
OR for housing of electronics box

Purpose
inner electrode

Table 5.2: Description of the Cooler Trap electrodes. For each electrode type, the number as of Fig. 5.7 and 5.17 is reported. The
geometry is given. IR stands for inner radius, OR for outer radius, L for length. The abbreviation used in the text for each element is
explained together with a brief description on the purpose of the item and the reference to the corresponding photograph.

Type
1

2

3

4

5

6

−

Electrode # Abbreviation Dimensions
10, 12, 14 ÷ 21
IE
IR=17.5 mm
OR=34.5 mm
L=17 mm
GND1, GND2
GND
IR=17.5 mm
OR=34.5 mm
L=34.75 mm
1÷8
MIE
IR=17.5 mm
OR=20 mm
L=17 mm
11
IE8
IR=17.5 mm
OR=34.5 mm
L=17 mm
9, 13
IE2
IR=17.5 mm
OR=34.5 mm
L=17 mm
EC1, EC2
EC
IR=5 mm
OR=34.5 mm
L=17 mm
−
VC
OR=76 mm (VC1)
OR=66 mm (VC2)
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Table 5.3: Thermal conductivity of various construction materials (from [Mar08,
Huk08]). Electrical insulators are marked with an asterisk. Notice that sapphire
(crystalline Al2 O3 99.999% pure), although electrically insulating, has a relatively
high thermal conductivity, also compared to common Al2 O3 . Data are given at
room temperature since the conductivity is in many cases unknown at cryogenic
temperature.

Material
OFHC copper
stainless steel
glass*
plastics*
macerite*
Al2 O3 * (99.5% pure)
sapphire*

Thermal conductivity [W/m/K]
391
16
0.93
<1
1.7
25 ÷ 30
41.9

are very limited. Nevertheless high-precision machining is necessary in order
to avoid possible false contacts or interelectrode discharges that could occur
due to the high voltages (some 100 V to some kV) applied to the trap elements.
Studies and observations on discharge voltages inside a UHV region indicate
that 10 kV/mm at the cathode and 5 kV/mm at the anode are tolerated [Lat95,
Moo02]. With a conservative choice, we set a distance of 2 mm between inner
electrodes and of 3 mm at EC and GND electrodes, where potentials as high
as some kV are achieved: with a trapping voltage of ∼ 18 kV against a bottom
potential of ∼ 11 kV, the resulting gradient will be ∼ 2.5 kV/mm.
Construction-wise, electrodes are of six diﬀerent types. Table 5.2 summarizes their main features and establishes the conventional names and abbreviations we will use in the following. In brief, all electrodes apart from the
endcaps have an inner radius of 17.5 mm. The endcaps (see Fig. 5.9 left) have
a reduced radius of 5 mm which together with the bigger length with respect
to the inner electrodes is essential in reinforcing the electric ﬁeld in order to
catch the incoming ion bunch and also acts as a diﬀerential pumping barrier.
On their outer face so-called vacuum caps (see Fig. 5.10) are mounted. These
OFHC copper lids create a chicane at the inner surface of the bore and represent therefore another vacuum barrier (see Fig. 5.14). The two caps are not
symmetric since the insertion of the stack can take place only along the beam
direction. Special feedthroughs in the caps allow the passage of electrical wires
out of the trap maintaining the vacuum separation. Outside the EC, a further
electrode of the same length but normal diameter is placed to deﬁne the ﬁeld
outside the trap (see Fig. 5.9 right).
Some of the inner electrodes have a special design. Eight of them (see
Fig. 5.8) have a reduced outer radius to allow space for the electronics box
which houses the cryogenic electronics. If more space were needed, inner elec-
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Figure 5.8: Electrodes of type 1 (left) and type 3 (right). Both are inner electrodes
with length 17 mm and diameter 35 mm. The smaller outer radius of type 3 is
required to house the electronics box in the cold bore. The arrows indicate the
groove where the sapphire rod is inserted.

Figure 5.9: Electrodes of type 2 and 6. On the left, electrode type 2 (GND1, GND2
in Fig. 5.7) which deﬁne the ﬁeld outside the trap. On the right, the endcaps EC1,
EC2 (type 6). The vacuum caps (see Fig. 5.10) are screwed on the visible face. The
small inner diameter (10 mm) reinforces the trapping ﬁeld and acts as a vacuum
barrier.
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Figure 5.10: Vacuum caps. The vacuum caps are screwed on the outermost face of
the endcaps and act as diﬀerential pumping barriers. Feedthroughs for all electrical
connections of the trap will be installed in the holes.

Figure 5.11: Electrode type 4. (a) Photograph of the sectors of the eigthfold-split
electrode with two of the covering plates. (b) and (c) Exploded and assembled
view of the electrode. Sapphire rod and ring are depicted in light blue in (b).
In all views, notice the grooves on the sectors and on the sapphire ring, with the
corresponding counterpart on the plates for correct positioning. Azimuthal play and
ensuing contact is thus hindered.
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Figure 5.12: Electrode type 5. Electrodes #10 and #12 are twofold-split for detection and excitation of ion motions in the radial plane. In the ﬁgure, an example of
the assembly with a sector and the two sapphire rings blocked and held in position
by the cover plate.

trodes of Type 1 could be replaced with these. The central electrode (see
Fig. 5.11) is eightfold-split to enable ion manipulation (rotating wall compression or radial resonant excitation). Similarly, two other elements (see Fig. 5.12)
are twofold-split to allow coupling of the axial and radial motion during the
cooling phase. The sectors of these electrodes are held together by a sandwich
technique depicted in Fig. 5.11. A sapphire ring is inserted in a groove on each
side of the sectored inner part. Covering plates are screwed on top, locking the
rings inside. Both the sapphire rings and the sectors have a groove which ﬁts
to a counterpart on the inner face of the covering plates, so that radial centering is guaranteed and no false contact can occur due to azimuthal movements.
Since the sapphire elements should not be visible to the ion cloud, the radial
cut of each sector ends with a chicane close to the electrode inner surface.

5.2.3

Electronics box and connection system

The total number of AC and DC voltages to be fed to the 25 electrodes (some
of them being split) sums up to 50. Therefore 50 wires must reach out of the
trap enclosure and the magnet shield. Due to the technical complexity of the
set-up, this is done in several steps which are well shown in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14.
50 kapton-insulated wires depart from the electrodes and are fed into the socalled electronics box, a horsehoe-shaped OFHC copper box surrounding part
of the electrode stack and attached to the electrode holder (see Fig. 5.15). The
box must be set inside the cold environment because it houses the cryogenic
electronics, which gain in signal-to-noise ratio by the reduced Johnson thermal
noise at low temperature (see also next Section). In addition to this, since the
Q-factor of the coil for resistive cooling is aﬀected by the parasitic capacitance
of the cables, the electronics box must be placed as close as possible to the
pick-up electrodes used for resonant detection and cooling.
The kapton-insulated wires getting out of the electronics box are connected
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Figure 5.13: Drawing of the trap electrical connection system. Electrical wires (not
depicted) connect the electrodes to the electronics box. Wires are drawn to the
feedthroughs on the vacuum caps and the connection system leads them to the
feedthroughs on the second-stage shield. Details are shown in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Detailed views of the trap electrical connection system. On the left,
electrical wires (not depicted) connect the electronics box (1) to the feedthroughs
placed in the trap vacuum cap (2). The latter are mounted on the outer face of the
endcap (3). On the right, the connection system is shown. This is plugged into the
feedthroughs at the vacuum caps. Wires are carried in the ceramic tubes (4) up to
the radial connector strips (5), which are in contact with the feedthroughs (6) at
the second stage shield. From there the connections are brought outside the magnet
enclosure.

Figure 5.15: Photograph of the electronics box. The four multipin feedthroughs,
providing 25 connections each, are visible.
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Figure 5.16: Photograph of the two connection system devices.

to the feedthroughs located on the vacuum caps mounted on EC1, EC2. The
connection from the trap to the second-stage shield is achieved with the socalled connection system, consisting of the two devices shown in Fig. 5.16.
Each one is made of a series of ceramic tubes arranged in a circle. These
house the electrical wires, which can be therefore be safely plugged into the
vacuum cap feedthroughs with a push & pull system without exerting a force
on the wires themselves. Outside the second-stage shield, the cables must
be carried to a diameter larger than the CF100 bellow. Therefore at the
other end of the connection system, the electrical connections are carried to a
larger circumference by radially-directed metal strips in contact with a ring of
feedthroughs. From this point the cables are carried to the feeds placed on the
removable lid of the outer shield of the magnet. The same scheme is applied on
both sides of the trap, carrying out 25 connections on each side. To access the
trap it will be necessary to open the shield lid, remove the connection system
and then extract the trap stack.

5.3

Trap electronics

The electrodes EC1 and EC2 must provide the trapping of the 1.2-µs, 6-keV/u
ion bunch coming from the LEBT line (see Fig. 3.5) and therefore the rise time
of the potential at EC1 has to be shorter than the time τout the bunch needs to
reach EC1 after being reﬂected at EC2. The whole electrode stack will be kept
on a base voltage of ∼ 11 kV to decelerate the bunch to 2 keV/u. Applied to
a trap length of 400 mm, this scheme yields a time τout = 400 ns to raise the
potential on EC1 from 11 to ∼ 18 kV [Her06a]. EC1 and EC2 will therefore
be equipped with fast Behlke switches (push-pull MOSFET, HTS 161-06-GSM
type), capable of handling a voltage diﬀerence of 16 kV with a rise time ≤ 60
ns [Beh08].
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Figure 5.17: Scheme of the trap electronics. Inner electrodes are fed by the electronics box. EC1 and EC2 are handled directly via fast Behlke switches. The electronics
box houses the coils (C) for the detection of axial and cyclotron motion of highly
charged ions, the ampliﬁers (A) and the frequency mixer (M/D). A coil for future
ωc detection of antiprotons (90 MHz) is envisaged. (F) indicates the ﬁlters.
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As mentioned in the Section above, all DC and AC electrode voltages will
be handled by the electronics box (see Fig. 5.17). The√
location in the cold bore
at 4 K minimizes the Johnson thermal noise uef f ∝ kB T , which aﬀects the
accuracy of set voltages, resonant detection and resistive cooling. Therefore
the electronics box will house a printed board with the electronic circuitry and
two coils (inductors) with their preampliﬁers. One will be dedicated to ion
detection and excitation around the cyclotron frequency νc = 35.5 MHz1 . The
second, with an estimated Q-factor about 800, will be used for detection, excitation and cooling at the axial frequency νz ≈ 400 kHz at a trapping voltage
≈ 100 V (see also Section 4.2.3 for details). As it is technically challenging to
place a coil with such characteristics in the limited volume of the electronics
box, coils with other parameters might also be ﬁnally used. The construction
of the electronics devices and investigations on the most feasible and convenient solutions (subject of the upcoming thesis of Stephen Koszudowski) are
ongoing.
The DC voltages in a range ±200 V will be applied to the inner electrodes.
Stable voltages will be essential especially during the low-energy phase of the
storage cycle, when resistive cooling is applied and noise sources translate into
particle heating. The minimum electronic noise (ripple) at the power supply is
in the order of 150 mV at maximal rated voltage. Linear digital power supplies
will be used to reduce it to 20 ÷ 30 mV. Lowpass ﬁlters in the electronics box
will discriminate frequencies above 400 kHz.
The trap will be electrically connected to a high-voltage cage housing the
power supplies which has been installed aside the HITRAP beamline. The
trap will be remotely controlled from a container on the experimental platform,
where a PC will control the power supplies via an optical ﬁber connection.

5.4

The test ion source

In order to test the Cooler Trap without requesting beam from the ESR,
we intend to perform oﬀ-line routines of ion trapping and cooling. To this
purpose we need a suitable ion source. Beam currents that can provide a total
of 107 charges are easily obtained with a wide variety of devices. However, to
guarantee 10−13 mbar in the trap, the source (mounted at the entrance of the
LEBT line) has to operate with a pressure of about 10−8 mbar. Therefore a
suitable commercial ion source (SPECS IQO 12/38) has been purchased.
The IQO 12/38 is an electron impact ionization device working with H2
and He gas (mass-to-charge ratio of ionized species 1 ÷ 4 and therefore close to
heavy and highly charged species). A diﬀerential pumping stage separates the
ionization chamber (operating at 10−5 ÷ 10−4 mbar) from the main chamber,
where a lower pressure can therefore be achieved (see Fig. 5.18). The manufacturer indicates a main chamber pressure < 10−8 mbar. In our preliminary
1

U 92+ eigenfrequencies have been taken as reference for the preparation of the coils.
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Figure 5.18: Test ion source. The sketch on the right shows the main elements and
the optimized settings for He+ ions. E is the ion energy, deﬁned as E = q · Va ,
with Va acceleration voltage. The two stages are divided by a diaphragm ensuring
diﬀerential pumping. The working regime for the ﬁrst stage (ionization region) is
10−5 ÷10−4 mbar. The goal is to achieve 10−8 mbar in the second stage. Photograph
on the left taken from [SPE07].

Figure 5.19: Ion current extracted from the test ion source. On the left, the He+ ion
beam current versus electron current. Extractor voltage is indicated as percentage
of the acceleration voltage. On the right, ion beam current as a function of the
pressure in the ionization chamber. As the ion beam increases with the pressure in
the chamber, the limit will be given by the compromise with the required 10−8 mbar
in the main chamber.
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Figure 5.20: Photoelectron source. The UV laser beam coming from the laser source
(1) impinges on the photocathode (2) placed oﬀ-axis in the diagnostics chamber. A
pulse of 109 emitted electrons (dashed line) is guided towards the Cooler Trap by
the magnetic ﬁeld produced by a set of magnets arranged in a so-called saddle-coil
conﬁguration (coils are depicted in pink). On the right, a 3D view of the Vertical
Beamline immeditely after the Cooler Trap, up to the diagnostics chamber (A),
shows the complete set of coils. The guiding ﬁeld is about 200 G. (B) indicates
the electrostatic quadrupole, (C) the turbopump ﬂange directly outside the trap
magnet.

tests with He gas we had a simple tabletop set-up, where the limited pumping
capacity allowed only a vacuum between 6· 10−7 and 2 · 10−6 mbar. Figure 5.19
shows the systematic studies on the ion current as a function of electron current
and ionization chamber pressure. It can be seen that currents in the 0.01 ÷ 1
µA range were measured, which guarantee trapping of a suﬃcient number of
ions. We expect to match the pressure requirements and extend the range of
our investigations during the upcoming trap injection tests with the source at
the entrance of the LEBT line (summer/fall 2008).

5.5

Electron sources

The 109 ÷ 1010 electrons needed for electron cooling will be provided by a
photoionization source presently being developed by A. Wolf and collaborators at MPI-K in Heidelberg. This uses a 262 nm UV laser shooting on a
photocathode. A single-pulse injection is foreseen. The operation parameter
must therefore be optimized to produce a pulse of at least 109 electrons, short
enought to be trapped as a whole. With a 100 ns laser pulse of power 2.9
µJ/pulse it is possible to produce more than 109 electrons (peak current 1.6
mA) with a kinetic energy of 300 eV. This gives a pulse length about 100 ns,
corresponding to a length of about 1 m. Therefore the complete bunch can
be trapped and a single pulsed injection is expected to provide the required
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Figure 5.21: Spindt-type ﬁeld emission array [SRI04]. The active area consists of a
matrix of sub-µm tips producing an electron current on the basis of the ﬁeld emission
principle. The cathode is mounted on a TO-5 header.

amount of electrons. As it can be seen in Fig. 5.20, the source will be located
inside a diagnostics box behind the trap. Minor modiﬁcations to the diagnostic chamber and the adjacent electric quadrupole have been applied in order
to allow laser access. Since the production target is oﬀ-axis, electrons will
be deviated on the axis and guided towards the trap by the magnetic ﬁeld of
an additional coil arrangement (saddle coil). A rather weak ﬁeld of 200 G is
suﬃcient to eﬀectively focus and direct the electron beam [Orl08].
Alignment of the trap electric and magnetic axis is not possible by means
of this electron source, since it is placed oﬀ-axis and the beam is steered by
an additional magnetic ﬁeld. For this purpose the assembly and installation
of a Spindt-type ﬁeld-emitter array (FEA) [SRI04] is presently ongoing. This
device will be set behind the bending magnet at the end of the beamline in
the ReInjection Channel (see Fig. 2.15). The alignment technique consists of
a measurement of the electron current injected in the trap and reﬂected by
the trapping electrode at the farthest end. A radially-segmented Faraday cup
detects the reﬂected current on the diﬀerent sectors, which will not be equal if
electric and magnetic axis do not coincide. Another alignment option is via the
detection of the electron beam with a phosphor screen installed at the other
end of the trap, as used at RIKEN [Kur08]. Misalignment with respect to the
magnetic ﬁeld would result again in an oﬀ-centered image.
Since the Vertical Beamline and photoelectron source will be assembled
in a later stage, we intend to use the Spindt cathode for the ﬁrst tests of
the Cooler Trap not only as alignment tool but also to load the trap with
electrons, placing the source behind the turbopump ﬂange right outside the
magnet. As it can be seen in Fig. 5.21, the FEA has an active area of ∼ 1
mm2 where ﬁeld-emission tips generate a continuous current up to ∼ 1 µA
(for details see [Plf01, SRI04]). This is expected to be suﬃcient to ﬁll the
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trap with 109 ÷1010 electrons2 . Indeed theoretical and experimental studies on
continuous injection in Penning traps have shown that the interaction between
reﬂected and incoming particles prevents electrons from leaving the trap. The
number of stored electrodes can be substantially higher than what suggested
by the straightforward ’ballistic model’, where electrons are trapped only by
rising the endcap potential [Gor03]. An equilibrium is established as a result
of the balance between two eﬀects. First, setting on the trap endcap a voltage
that allows injection but still creates a potential well, injected electrons that
have lost energy in the two-stream interaction between incoming and reﬂected
beam are captured. In this sense, synchrotron radiation in the trap’s strong
magnetic ﬁeld represents an additional beneﬁcial factor. On the other hand,
trapping of the incoming beam is slowed and ﬁnally stopped by the build-up
of space charge in the trap, which inhibits further injection.

2

An important remark is that the Spindt FEA is a very delicate device and requires special
care in handling; SRI does not guarantee good functioning. Nevertheless such a cathode has
been used at ASACUSA as electron source, mounted on a radially-movable arm so that it
could be positioned on the longitudinal axis for injection and then retracted [Kur05].
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Chapter 6
Summary, conclusions and
outlook
This work intended to give an overview of the HITRAP project. Since the
project is under development, the ﬁrst objective was to provide an introduction
to the whole facility, summarizing the work done so far and explaining the
scientiﬁc goals. The main features of the HITRAP linear decelerator were
presented and discussed. The scientiﬁc program was introduced underlining
the importance of the unprecedented combination of high charge states and
low energy of stored stable and radioactive species. These factors will set new
standards in accuracy for experiments on trapped ions as well as on low-energy
collisions. With these experiments we expect to gain new information on the
atomic structure and validate theoretical models.
The main focus of the thesis was on the physical and technical design
of the Cooler Trap whose purpose presented new challenges. The problems
arising from the conﬁnement of 105 highly charged ions as well as the better
understanding and optimization of the cooling techniques were the main issues
to be addressed. In this framework, the use of a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code,
although showing limitations in terms of computational eﬀort and geometry
simpliﬁcation (rz-geometry) lead to signiﬁcant progress. With the help of
extensive simulations, it was shown that the complex phenomena of electron
and resistive cooling can be eﬃciently handled in order to reach the stringent
speciﬁcations set by the HITRAP goals, i.e. a ﬁnal energy of 4 K. Nevertheless,
it was evidenced that the resistive cooling of large ion samples will require
cooling times larger than 10 s, i.e. the duty cycle of the Experimental Storage
Ring. The possibility of formation of a Coulomb crystal at the lowest energy
was also discussed.
At the moment of writing, the Double-Drift Buncher and the IH-linac have
been installed in the ReInjection Channel. The buncher cavities have been
commissioned in 2007 and the commissioning beamtime for the linac is about
to start. The Radio Frequency Quadrupole has been conditioned and will be
commissioned during the autumn. The Low-Energy Beam Transport line has
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been assembled and the ﬁrst transmission tests with the test ion source will
begin after the linac commissioning. The Cooler Trap magnet has been tested
already in 2007 and all parts of the electrode stack have been machined by now.
The electronics is being ﬁnalized. The assembly of the trap and the injection,
storage and cooling tests with the LEBT line and the test ion source will
constitute the main activity for the rest of 2008. The Vertical Beamline will
also be built by the end of the year and will become operational during 2009.
In the meanwhile, some of the experiments will be set up. The installation
of the laser spectroscopy experiment SPECTRAP is already in an advanced
stage and the set-up for the surface experiment will be moved from KVI in
Groningen to GSI before the end of 2008.
Although the facility is becoming operational, the experimentalist can gain
more helpful information from further theoretical studies on the resistive cooling process. For instance, the experimental ﬁndings can be compared with
ad-hoc simulations to get conﬁrmations and better understanding when the
experimental observables are not suﬃcient. Further optimization of the set-up
can also be guided by simulations. Examples of useful theoretical studies are
the systematics on the bandwidth of the cooling circuit and on the inﬂuence of
contaminants (like diﬀerent charge states). Another interesting ﬁeld of investigation is the coupling of axial and radial motions and the possibility of cooling
of the energy stored in the radial degrees of freedom, taking into account the
presence of space charge eﬀects which limit the eﬀectiveness of radio frequency
excitations. Thanks to its ﬂexibility, the PIC code can be further optimized
and modiﬁed. Therefore these as well as other phenomena can be included.
For instance, developing a version of the code with a diﬀerent geometry (rϑ of
full 3D) the coupling of motions could be studied.
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